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The Story of the Farmer 
?reface 
Tbe purpose of this study is to develop among boys 
and girls of junior high school age an appreciation of the 
farmer 'and the value of his work to society. Many books 
have been written about the things with which the farmer 
works. There are books about corn and whea.t and cotton. 
Little has been written about the man himself, the kind of a 
li~e that he leads and his relations to other men. 
There is no attempt to make farmers of city boys 
and girls, nor to wake better technical farmers of country 
boys and girls. The science of agriculture is not presented. 
There is an effort to present material which will help boys 
and girls to better a.ppreciate the value of the work of the 
farmer, to see in better perspective the place of the farmer 
in society and to be~ter estimate the part which the tillers 
of the soil have had in the past and are having in the pre-
sent in determining the course of the world's events. 
Other material is added to show that there is some-
thing more in the life of the farmer. than drudgery and hard 
work, that there is sowethingbeauti1LLl and worth While in 
farm life. .An attempt is wade t.o bring to the stlldent a 
realization of the fact that some of tile world's best liter-
ature is built abo~t 1arm settings and farm life, that many 
of the great paintings represent r~ral scenes or picture 
episodes in the lives 01 ci.l~try fOlk, and that some of t.he 
greatest wen in the world's history have been farmers. 
It is believed that students who have read a large 
part of the material presented here will have a milch clearer 
no tion of the desirabili ty of becoming farmers. If tilis is 
true this study should be of decided value in pre-vocational 
training. If students should never become farmers or should 
never live in the country they should have that greater 
sympathy and appreciation for people in other occupations 
·that is so much needed in our national life to-day. BOyS 
and girls and men and women need to have the most generous sympathy~or their fellow-workers in the various fields of 
human activities. ~hose who are engaged in a particular 
kind of activity need to have a full realization of their 
Own place in the ~orld's affairs and their relation to those 
engaged in other lines of work. 
The first sugges~ion of the v,lue of such material 
as that gathered together in this study came to the writer 
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in a course dealing with appreciation under Dr. W. VI. 
Charters. Later in teaching in the seventh and eighth grades 
at the University Eler.uentary School, under the directi on of 
Dr. J. L. Lleriam, he attempted the stouuy of industries with 
the students in that school. It was soon found that a mass 
of material was neeCled :lor ~uch ViorK. llilu.uh 01' the rna. terial 
tnat WaS availaule a.id not maKe buit!:i.ule ret:;.dilJ.g for bays 
am girls. All the rna ter ib.l needed uarei'ul selectlon and 
evaluatlon. Much of it needed to be worked over and re-
written for bays and girls. ihere was a need for brief read-
able books or pamphlets on the workers in the various in-
dustr ies and for the carefu.l selection of a It!.rge IilS.SS of 
reading niatter. Much of the material ofiered here was .iirst 
collected and used in this work at the Univer~ity Elementary 
School. 
~he body of this thesis is intended as a readt!.ble 
story of the development of the modern ~erican farmer, to 
be placed in the hands of students of the junior high school 
age. It is intended as a center or Q.QL~_ a ·bout which the L--
stUdy of the farmer may iJeb.lllt. 11uch historical suuject-
matter is given in order that the student may fully under-
stand the fundb.mental depena.ence of the other memiJers of 
SOCiety upon the farmer. Such historical subject-matter will 
also show the grea t ir.,provement in living condi tions Which 
has accompanied the improvement in methods of farming. by 
comparison the student will be able to see the advt!.ntages 
of mo6.ern farmers over those who lived in the past. Such 
historical subject-matter will help the students, in many 
cases, to Lett er u.nderstam present practices. 
The body of the thesis is to furnish the skeleton 
for the study. Details may be added by the students irom 
the lists of selected readings at the close of each sectioll. 
These readings oonsist of some ad.di tional historical mater-
lal, stories of farming and fb.rm life, some of the literature 
about farmlngand the stories of ~ome of the great farmers. 
Much of this waterial should form a basis for 
group dlsGU6sion. Some n~eds only to ue reaCi.. ' ':he subject-
lliat.ter given in the body of the thesis t!.lone will not furn-
ish su.fficient material to secure a proper appreciation of 
the farmer. It will be found advisable to use as many of 
the added readings as Cb.n be secured. 
The Story of the Farmer 
Olltline 
Seotion I: !!2!!: Men ]j'irst Beoame ]'b,rmers 
How men lived before there were any farmers. ~he 
dowestication of animals and its effect on the lives 
of men. The beginning of farmlng and the changes 
Which it brollght into the lives of early men. ~he 
importance of farming as shown byanoient oustoms 
and religiolls beliefs. 
Seot ion II: Commllni ty l!'arID.I..ng 
How men lived when all men were farmers •. The com-
mon ownership of land and oo-operative work. 
Section III: Farming in the Middle Ages 
How the nobles oame into power. ~lle manor as a 
selI-sllpporting Ilni t. ~'he classes of people and 
their work. The beginning of trades and tradesmen. 
Section IV: lli beginning of CommerCial ]'arming 
How farming became profitable. The enclosing of 
land and the break-up of the manors. The growth 
of towns and trade and the opening of markets for 
the farmer. The growth of manllfaotllring olltside 
the manor and its effect on the lives of the 
people. The position of the farmer at the be-
ginning of the 17th centllry. 
Seotion V: Early ]!'arwers in america 
How the first European farmers came to America. 
Commllnity farming in America. American orops and 
their effect on the conntry's history. The ad-
vantages of early American farmers over European 
farmers of the same period. 
Section VI: Commercial Farming in the United States 
The development of American agrio~ltllrbl 
The operdng of new markets in the East. 
settlement of the West. The change from 
sllpporting to commercial farming. 
wachinery. 
The rapid 
self-
Section VII: ~he Opportanity of the American Farmer 
The condition of the american farmer compared 
with that of farmers in other lands as to s::> oltil 
position, inflaence in governmental affa.irs, trans-
portation facilities, ease of acqalring land a.nd 
opport ani ties for edaca tion and impl'ovement. 
~he story of the Farmer 
Section I 
HoV! LIen First Became Farmers 
"Then plows, for seed, the fr~ltf~l farrow~ broke, 
And oxen labored first beneuLh the yoke." 
OvId. (Dryden's Lr.) 
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HOYi Men First Became Farmers 
--
Row men secured food before they became farmers 
Men were not always farmers. There was a time, so 
long before the dawn of written history that its date cannot 
be determined, when they did not get their food by tilling 
the soil or by raising domestic animals. In those far-off 
days men got their food by gathering Whatever gruin or fruits 
came to hand and by hunting the wild animals about them. Not 
since kdam and Eve lived in the Garden of Eden have men been 
able to sec~re their food without some labor. alth~ they did 
.not in those days·plant seeds and till the soil, they climbed 
trees for fruit and wild honey, dug roots from the ground and 
gathered the grain that grew wild. ~hey made rude tools to 
aid them in these.operations. ~his took ~uch labor in the 
days when all tools had to be made of stones, shells, sticks 
and bones. For dlgging roots they used pOinted sticks and 
sharp stones or shells. For cutting they used thin-edged rocks, 
Which they sharpened by chipping with other stones. 
Men had no tame animals then. For animal food they 
. 
robbed the nests of birds, fished, and killed the smaller an-
imals with their crude bows and stone pointed spears. Some 
times they caught animals in crude snares and pitfalls. ~he 
larger animals could not be killed or taken with their primit-
ive implements. Times of famine were frequent. ~eople had to 
move from place to place and live wherever the food supply was 
the most promising for the time being. The men did the hunt-
ing and fishing. The women gathered the grain and fruit. 
In these primitive times the products of the soil 
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were common property. No man could claim a particular tree 
and its fruit • . Since men did not have fixed homes they could 
not own the soil where the grain and trees grew. lllants were 
just as free as the wild animals that roamed the forest. 
~he first progress made by men in becoming farmers 
was made when they prohibited the destruction of food bear-
ing plants. Primitive people lived in groups. It soon be-
came the custom or law that no member of the group should 
destroy the plants that furnished the community with food. 
The group settled, at the time of ripening, in the places 
Where the plants used for food were plentiful. For example, 
the OjibbewCi.Y Indians settled around the marshes where the 
wild rice grew and certain Mexican tribes moved down from 
the hills to the sandy lowlands when the melons were ripe. 
The taming of animals :· 
The real civilization of men began when animals 
were first tamed. When domestic animals were brought into 
their affairs men had other interests than themselves. 
Then they had other duties besides those of securing their 
own food. Their new friends required food and care. a 
certain amount of indastry was required. Domesticated 
animals made the food supply sarer and so gave men oppor-
tani ty for do ing 0 ther things besides hanting for food. It 
Was after the taming of the beasts of the forest and plain 
that the arts of spinning, dyeing and weaving grew up. ~he 
neoessity for treating these servants kindly in order to keep 
them in obedienoe developed in men a spirit of kindness and 
sympathy. 
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It is probable that animals were first kept as pets 
and playmates. They were talL en when yo ung and helpless and 
kept abo~t the homes ~ntil they became tame. The animals 
which did not r~n away and become wild when they grew ~p were 
by na t~re more easily tamed. These were the ones which men 
at length permanently tamed and which we know as o~r domestic 
animals .to-day. They were kept as companions and playmates 
~ntil a time of famine when they were killed and eaten as a 
last resort. Of co~rse the wilder ones were killed first. 
In some cases the tamer and gentler ones were saved beca~se 
the men had become more attached to them. By this kind of 
selection a tame breed grew ~p. The habit of eating tame an-
imals in times of stress led natarally to the keeping of an-
to know 
imals for food. It is interestingAthat even the horse, dog 
and donkey were at first ~sed for food. The skins of the an-
imals slain for food were ~sed for clothing and for covering 
h~ts and shelters. 
The dog was the first animal tamed. Soon after, 
the goat, sheep and pig were domesticated~ The ox being 
larger and not so easily managed was tamed some time later. 
The horse beca~se of his great speed was probably the last 
of oar farm animals to be tamed. Goats were early kept for 
the flesh of the yo~ng, for the skins which were '~sed for 
clothing, tent coverings and water bags and for their milk. 
Sheep were ~sed for food and to f~rnish wool for cloth. ~t 
first woolen cloth was not woven from sp~n thread b~t the 
mOistened fibers were matted together m~ch as we make felt 
tOday. Swine were kept for their flesh and were fed on the 
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beech nats and acorns of the forests. 
The effect of domestic animals on the lives of early men 
As soon as th ese early men had developed the CIlS-
tom of keeping tame animals in herds they had to face the 
problem of finding food for them. The easiest way to do this 
was to drive the herds to the places where natllre fllrnished 
the food in .the form of pastllrage. · As soon as one pasture 
became thin they moved on to another. Men became wanderers 
not only for the sake of their OVin food, but also for thel 
sake of the . herds Which were their chief wealth. Men now 
lived where they coald find the best pastllre for their cattle. 
The tribe 
At this stage men lived in large families. .All 
the members of a tribe or clan were related. ~he head of the 
family was the raler or chief of the tribe. Upon his death 
the eldest son bec&me the chief. When a tribe became too 
large some of the younger families split away and formed new 
tribes. The cattle did not belong to individuals but to the 
Whole family and the principal bllsiness of all the family 
was the care of the cattle and their products. The men who 
not 
wereAactively engaged in herding were liable to call at any 
time to protect the herd from marauding tribes or from wolves 
and other wild beasts. The women cared for the meat and 
milk, prepared the skins and made cloth from the wool. The 
importance Which the people of those far-away-times attached 
to their herds of cattle is shown by the origin of certain 
wor-ds. For example .rthe La tin word for money, pecilnia, comes 
, 
from the word, pec~s, for cattle. 
Row men c~me to plant seeds 
~t some time d~rlng this herding or pastoral stage 
men learned to plant seeds and grow their own crops instead 
of depending entirely apon nat~re for their s~pply of gralns 
and fraits. Perhaps some wise old barbarian h~nter and herd-
er discovered that the seeds of food plants dropped aboat 
his dwelling grew and prod~ced more food, and so began p~r.­
posely to drop seeds in f~vored localities. Perhaps the 
first fields were the graves of the dead. The seeds that 
were baried with the dead to f~rnish them with food on their 
joarney to the other world might have ~ro~ted In the freshly 
d~g earth and have grown espeCially well there becaase they 
dId not have to compete with other plants. However that may 
have beel\,J the next step after the seed began to grow was to 
clear away objectionable plants. Soon men woald arrive at 
the idea of clearing away objectIonable plants before plant-
ing. ThIs wo~ld bring aboat the dIgging ap of the earth. 
The seeds might have been covered with earth at first to 
keep rodents and birds from carryIng them off. 
In the beginning this planting was done on a small 
Scale and was really a kInd of gardening instead of farming. 
The planting did not interfere with the wandering habit of 
life for the seed was planted aboat the temporary dwelling 
and it was only necessary to stay in that place ~ntil the 
grain was ripe. 
Wheat was the first grain crop caltivated in Earope. 
Later oats and beans were added to the list of man's c~ltivat­
ed food plants. In pl5.nting these seeds the gro~nd was dag 
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ap with a pOinted stick. a stone ax or hoe. ~nd the seed 
dropped in the hole made in this way. After the grain came 
ap other plants that interfered were cut .away with the rude 
axes. The most of sach work was done by the women while the 
men hanted and fought and tended to the live stock. When 
bronze became known better digging tools were made and the 
grain was co. t wi th a small sickle or reaping hook.. Grain 
Was threshed by beating it with a club or perhaps by treading 
on it. Flour was made by rubbing or pounding the grain be-
tween two stones. 
The effect of planting on the lives of men 
As soon as men had learned to till the soil they 
began by degrees to leave their wandering life and to have 
fixed homes for longer periods of time. They needed to live 
near their crops while they were growing in order to guard 
them from other tribes and from wild animals. They had to 
live among their crops at harvest time. Cattle were no long-
er the only things that determined the dwelling place. Men 
began to grow in numbers when it became easier to obtain food. 
With more men there was less room for large herds for each 
family. Pastures became limited. People were forced to do 
more cultivation to feed their cattle. Rude plows were made 
of forked sticks. Oxen were used to pull these plows. Plant-
ing and cultivating became more important. Men began to have 
neighbors with whom they came in conflict if they moved about 
too freely. In order to meet this new situation men were 
forced to live in fixed settlements. 
Now men became farmers. all the men in anyone 
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commanlty were farmers. ~hey had fixed homes. ~hey often 
lived on one piece of land for several generations. They got 
their living from the land and flocks and herds which 
they kept on the land. ~here were no carpenters and tailors 
and shoemakers. Each man did the work of all these for him-
self, bat his chief basiness was farming. He was a farmer 
first and last. 
The importance of farming as shown by early religioas beliefs 
The importance attached to the indastry of farming 
by early people is shown by their religions and by their stor-
ies of how men learned to farm. ll'or example.)adam and hye liv-
ed in the Garden of Eden. Cain and Abel were farmers. "b.bel 
Was a keeper of sheep, bat Cain was a tiller of the groand." 
The Greeks and Romans had a goddess of grains and crops whose 
name was Ceres. 
The Roman myth relates that geres had a dallghter 
whose name was Proserpine. As Proserpine was gathering flow-
ers in the fields Plato, the god of the anderworld. saw her 
and wished to have her for his wife. He. siezed her and. carr-
ied her off to his home in the lower regions. When Ceres 
cOilld not find her daaghter she wandered allover the world 
in search of her. She neglected to make the trees and plants 
grow so that the earth began to become a dreary place indeed. 
At last when she was nearly worn oat she came to the hoase 
of a poor man who took her in and cared for her. ~his man 
had a small son, Triptolemas by name, who was very ill. In 
retarn for the ho spi tali ty that she received Ceres healed 
Triptolemas and promised too t she wOilld one day teach him 
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things which would make him famous and by which he would be 
able to greatly benefit mar~ind. 
Refreshed by her rest~Ceres set out again on her 
journey. She soon met a nymph who hud seen Pluto Carry off 
Proserpine. She went to d upiter and the 0 tber gods and be g-
ged that her daughter might be returned to her. They promised 
that she mlgh t r..ave Proserpine again if she had eaten nothing 
in the undervvorld. It huppened that Proserpine had eaten the 
pulp from some pomegranate seeds. Ceres was so grieved that 
the gods agreed t.r4t Proserpine should live with her mother 
half the time and should remain in the underworld with Pluto 
the other half. 
This, the Romans claimed, explained the seasons. 
When Ceres had her daughter with her she cuused the whole 
earth to turn green and the flowers to bloom. Then it vias 
spr ing and swnmer. When Proserpine returned to the under-
world, Ceres began to grieve and the flowers fuded, the 
plants turned brown and the whole earth became gray and cold. 
Then fall and winter came. 
Ceres did not forget Triptolemus. She returned and 
taught him to yoke oxen, to plow, to sow different kinds of 
grains and to till the soil. Triptolemus travelled about the 
world in a gilded chariot drawn by matchless horses and dis-
tributed grCl.in to men and taught them how to plant and care 
for it. It is said that Triptolemus also built the first 
threshing floor. 
The farmer was held in great respect among the 
Chinese and the ancient Peruvians. In China it was the cus-
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tom for tho usands of years for the empo rer Limself to turn 
the first furrow in the ~~ring at the beginning of the rice 
planting. In Peru the people regarded the sun as the great 
god of agriculture. At the festival of the'sun in the sprlng 
the Inca presided and turned the soil to shoVi how worthy wa.s 
the occupation of the farmer. 
These stories show the respect which early people 
had for the farmer. Of coarse this is not strange when one 
stops to consider trlB. t in those days every man WtiS connec ted 
directly with thesoil..At that time it was easy for men to 
see how dependent they were upon the efforts of the farmer • 
.All men were close to the source of their food supply. 
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~he story of the Farmer 
Section II 
Commanity Farming 
]'rom Egypt behind my oxen with their stately step and slow 
Northward and East and West I went to the desert sand and 
the snow; 
Down throagh the centaries one by one, tarnlng the clod to 
the shower, 
Till there's never a land beneath the san bat has blossomed 
behind my power. 
--Will Oglivie. 
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Community Fanning 
'J:'he time and extent of community farming 
~ll races of men have not re~ched the same stage of 
civilization at the same time. It is supposed that all civ-
ilized races at some time lived in small village communities 
and worked together at tilling the soil. The most ancient 
civilizations known to us are those which grew up in the rich 
river valleys of the Nile in Egypt and the Tigris and Euphrat-
es in western Asia. At the very beginning of history these 
people had passed beyond the stage when all their men were 
fanners. Another very ancient race, however, the Hindus, liv-
ed in villaGe communities for hundreds of y~re. The people 
who lived in the lake villages of Switzerland centuries be-
fore the birth of Christ followed the communal system of farm-
ing.* ~he tribes that lived in England at the time of the 
Roman Conquest (44-.ti..D.) lived in this way. 'J:'he ancien t Ger-
mans at the time of Tacitus (55-l20) lived in villages and 
farmed in common. The system of community farming was used 
at some time over nearly the whole of Europe. ~he more ad-
vanced tribes of Indians in North America at the time of 
Columbus and Cortez were community farmers. To-day there are 
tribes that still carryon this kind of farming in africa. 
It is also common in parts of Russla~ 
!he origin of present European races 
It is supposed that the European races of to-d~Yt 
* Keary, C. F. ~he Dawn of Elstory. Pp 44-48 
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and of co~rse the people who have settledAmerica, are descend-
ed from a common race of peop~e called the Aryans. The orig-
inal home of the Aryans was somewhere in Central ASia.* Be-
fore the dawn of history the ~ryans split up and the various 
bands migrated to other lands. Some of the tribes settled in 
Europe and bec~me the ance~tors of the modern E~ropean races. 
The Aryans were not originally farmers. ~hey were herders. 
Somewhere in their wanderings the tribes which settled in 
Europe learned to farm. Some time before the beginning of 
the Christian era they had covered a large part of Europe. 
The clan as the basis of the village community 
Vlhen these people first began to farm they were 
accustomed to living in large groups of related families 
Which to-day are called tribes or clans. The tribes settled 
in some favored spot, near a plentiful supply of water, where 
they could easily get a living from the soil. The tribe own-
ed the Whole of the territory surrounding its settlements, in 
so far as its interests did not conflict with those of anoth-
er tribe. There wus no individual owner~hip of land. no ma.n 
farmed for himself. He farmed with the community and for the 
community. 
At the head of each clan was a chief. In most cas-
es this chief was the head of the family just as the chiefs 
of the pastora.l tribes had been the fathers of the families. 
Often several clans were joined under one chieftain for wag-
* ,jrrerlng t Rudolph von- ~he Evo lu tion of the aryan. p I ff 
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Ing war. ~his chieftain was selected for his conspicaoas 
bravery and wi sdom in warfare. He was sometimes sacceeded 
by his eldest son and sometimes by &nother prominent chief-
tain. Usaally clans which were anited in this way were more 
or less distantly related. 
Homes and villages were not permanent as they are 
to-day. When a clan became too large for the land which it 
occapied the whole clan either emigrated or several families 
moved to a new spot and gradaally grew into a new tribe. The 
whole tribe often migrated to new lands when defeated in war 
by a stronger band or when the farm laIJ-ds became worn out. 
Tribes seem often to have moved because of a rovingdisposit-
ion. 
~he village 
Several families lived together in a small village • 
• 
The houEes were grouped together within a common enclosure 
Which was usaally well fortified, by means of stakes dr iven 
in the grou.nd, against enemies from other tribes. In addit-
ion each house had a croft qr yard of its own where each vill-
ager might pen his domestic animals. The houses were crude 
affairs, built of logs and having thatched roofs. ~acitus 
says of the ancient Germans, "It is well known that rone of 
the German nations irillabit cities; or even admit of oontig-
UOus settlements. ~hey dwell scattered and separate, as a 
spring, a meadow or a grove may chance to invite them. Their 
Villages are laid out not like ours in rows of adjoining 
buildings; but everyone surrounds his house with a vacant 
Space, either by way of security against fire, or through 
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igorance of the art of building. For, indeed, they are un-
acquainted with the use of mortar and tiles; and for every 
purpose employ rude unshapen timber, fashioned with no regard 
to pleasing the eye. They bestow more than ordinary pains 
in coating certain parts of their buildings with a kind of 
earth so shinlng that it gives the appearance of painting. 
They also dig subteranneous caves." * 
The system of land-holding 
The land about the village belonged to the villag-
ers as a whole. It is probable that at first the land was 
not divided at all amohg the various families, but that all 
Worked the land in common and divided the produce at harvest 
time. Later strips of tillable land were allotted to each 
family. Each freeman had a right to enough arable 1m d to 
support his family, a right to a certain proportion of the 
meadow land from which he might cut hay for his cattle. and 
the right to pasture a certain number of animals on the com-
mon grazing ground. In addition he might hunt and gather 
fuel in the waste lands ,about the village. 
Each year the cultivated land and meadow land Was 
, Cl 
re-distributed. ~s long as there were not great many people 
1\ 
liVing in the whole country nevI land was cleured each year 
for cultivation. The land which had been cultivated the 
year before was turned out as waste land or used for pastur-
* Tacitus, Corneliu8- Germ&nia. Oxford Trans., vol. 2, p 306 
London, 1889-1910. Bohn. 
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ing cattle. 
Each spring there was an assem1ly of all the work-
ers of a village who cleared a space for putting in the year's 
crops. .lifter the clearing, the land was parcelled out to the 
heads of families at an assembly of all the members of the 
community. ~acitus in 99 A. D. said of the Germans, II The 
lands are occupied by townships, in allotments proportional 
to the number of cul ti va tors; and are afterwards parcelled 
out among the individuals of the district, in shares aCQord-
ing to the rank and condi tion of eaoh person. The wide ex-
tent of plain facilitates this partition. The arable lands 
are annually changed, and a part left fallow; nor do they 
attempt to make the most of the fertility and pl.enty of the 
soil, by their own industry in planting orctards, inulosing 
meadows, and watering gardens. Corn is the only product re-
quired of the earth." * 
How the land was worked 
Although the land was divided into strips and par-
oelled out to individual freemen, this did not mean that each 
man worked his own strips for hiwself as farmers do to-day. 
The division was chiefly a means of dividing the crops that 
were produced. kost of the work wa.s done by groups. ken 
oombined their work oattle to form plough teams. liarvesting 
-----------------------_. __ ._------
* Tacitus. Cornelius--Germanla. Oxford ~rans., vol. 2, pp 
315-016. 
London, 1889-1910. Bohn 
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was a commllni ty affair. .<ill farming opertl. ti ons and the Umes 
for plowing, sowing and reaping were deoided llPon by the gr-
OllP and inflllenced by the prophecies of the priests. ~here 
was very little division of labor. 
7h9 division of labor 
iiJIlong these early farmers living ",nd worki.ug to-
gether in their Ii tt Ie communi ti es th ere vvas one ra ther str ik-
ing division of labor. ':.:he women did a great share of the 
labor in the fields. It WtiS a time of fighting. ~he men 
were often occupied in defending the village from the raids 
of hostile tribes or in t~e conquest of more peaoeflll neigh-
bors. The men tended the cattle, made the implements, and 
did the plowing. The women did a large share of the other 
farm work. In the more peaceflll trilles the men took more 
part in the ia.rmlng opera tions. rihere there Vi er e slaves, they 
were compelled to work in the fields. ,,~s the cOillIllllnity came 
to depend more and more IIp)n agriclllture for its existence the 
free men came to do more of the work 0 f the ii elds. 
The llse of slaves in i"arming 
Fighting among the tribes led to the llse of slaves 
to do the V'iork of tilling the sOil. Before men became farm-
ers they r..ad no use for slaves. Most of the prisoners oapt-
ured in war were kIlled outright. Sometimes they were adopt-
ed into the trille. Vihen men came to depend llPon fb.rmlng for 
their living they Pllt prisoners of W6.r at viork t...t raising 
crops. ':.:hese men were not personal slaves. :;:,hey Were 6.110W-, 
ed to have their own homes bond to marry women slaves, bllt . 
they were bOllnd to till the soil. It is possible that in 
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thIs way the occupation of the tarmer first came into dis-
repute. 
~he fortification of the villages 
When men settled in villages and began to raise 
crops they first came to have re~l homes and valuable pro~~r-
ty which could not easily be moved. ~his led to the fortif-
ication of villages against more savage enemies. Some people 
like the lake dwellers in Swi t zerland bail t their villages on 
piles in the water for the sake of protection. 1his need for 
protection led the clans to anite under a strong leader. It 
even led to the weaker giving land and u part of their pro-
duc e to the stronger for pro tec t lone Oat of this grew the 
Roman system of master and clients arm the feudal system 
"yhich spread over the whole of Europe. .d strong fortificat-
ion was bailt by the commanlty. ~he village clustered near 
the stronghold where the pBople coald ret1'ea t in tlme of 
need. .ll. strong fighting Llan and his retainers lived in the 
stronghold. ~hey were supported by the people of the village 
community in return for the protection which they received. 
~he .AmeriCb.ll Indians as a type of community farmers 
When the first white settlers came to .hmerica they 
found tribes of Indians living much as their own anoestors 
had once lived in Europe. ~he ~lgon~uin Indians lived in 
fOrtified villages surroanded by pulisades built of posts 
driven in the ground. ~he houses were bailt of poles and 
bark. ~he women of the village and tLe older men cultivated 
the common fields. Sometimes each fwnily vias assigned a c e1'-
\ 
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tain plot for cul tlvation. Eaize was the principal orop, 
Beans, peas. squashes, pumpkins, melons, tobacco. and gourds 
were also grown. The men usually tended the tobacco. ~he 
seeds of maize were dropped in holes made with a rude hoe or 
sharp stick and covered by pressing with the foot. Other 
orops lIke beans and ptlmpj'.ins were planted between the corn 
hills. Sometimes fishes were planted with corn for fertil-
izer. '.'ften the corn was ripening boys and girls Viere stat-
ioned in the fiel<is to i'righten the b.lrci.s aWay. After it was 
harvested the corn WC;i.S stored away in pi ts lined with reeds 
and bark. 
ReligIous rites associated with farming , 
dnong such primitive farmers as these that have 
been described religIous rites were closely associated with 
farming operations. ~here was tlsuallya goddess of ~ricult­
ure, a mother of the thIngs that grew. .nIIlong the early 
Romans this goddess was called Ceres. ~he Germanio people 
called their goddess Freyja, the mother of ttll thllJ.gS. In 
addit lon to this chlef god6...ess the early farmers believed 
that there were many spirits \''1ho had either a good or an evil 
infltlence over the growth of the crops. All the important 
farming operations such as planting and harvesting were 
accompanied by significant religious festivals. 
11any charms were used to avert plagile, disease and 
drou the ]'or ex~mple, the Gerlllb.llS, ill order to pilrify theil~ 
flocks. btlild fires through wh.lch swine, cattle, horbes and 
geese were driven. Even the men jilmped into the flames and 
/ . 
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blackened their fuces witt the ashes. L~ter brands from 
these fires 'vvere carrieclthrollgh the fields and pb.stllres. 
At the beginning of SllIDDler sacrifices were offered to Freyja 
to ward off the plague and blight ~nd hail. The finest an-
imal·s were selected and decorated wi th twigs and flowers. 
TWig brooms were fustened to the tc.dls of the talliIIlb.ls to be 
sacrificed. ~r~ese were supposed to have magic propert; ies for 
curing the diseases of ca.ttle after\iv~rds. The animals to be 
sacrificed were led throllgh the village and arollnd the fields 
llntil evening. In the evening a great fire Was bllilt and the 
beasts were killed and placed llpon the fire. The people 
danced aboat and feasted on the roasted flesh lUltil ttl e next 
morning. 
The Corn.-mo ther 
Corn was generally personified ander the name of 
Corn-mo ther. ',i:he name was often changed to su.i t the crop and 
there were Rye-mothers and Pea-mothers. The spiri,t of the 
Corn-mother was sapposed to stay in the corn fields. Rem-
nants of these sllperstitions are fOllnd in eastern Ellrope to-
day. "Thus in spring, when the corn waves in the Wind, the 
peasants say, "There comes the Corn-mother or "The Corn-moth-
er is going throllgh the corn." When children wish to go into 
the fields to pllll the bllle corn-flowers or the red poppies, 
they are told not to do so, because the Corn-mother is sitt-
ing in the corn a.nd wlll catch them." * 
The origin of h~rvest cllstoms 
* The ~olden ~ollgh. Eart b. vol. It pp. 1~2 ff 
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Curious harvest customs have grown out of Slch be-
liefs. In many parts of Europe the Corn-mother is thought to 
be in the last sheaf left in the field. ~he lust sheaf is 
carried home with much rejoicing and the corn spirit is supp-
osed to appear again at threshing time. In Eanover til e peas-
ants beat the last sheaf until the Corn-mother is driven out. 
She is supposed to remain in the sheaf ilntil all the grain 
has been beaten out. 
Silch Cilstoms as these began at the time when men 
lived in village communi ties and Vi ere all farmers. ~hey 
lived through the time when men unl ted under u fighting-man 
for the sake of protection and began gradually to separate 
into various trades, such as the miller, the smi th, th e tail-
or, the carpenter, the soldier, alldthe farmer. Some ·of them 
exist to-day when there are many tradesmen and urtizans sup-
ported by a relatively few farmers. 
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~he Fanner in the 1I11ddle Ages 
The relation of the chief to the other members of the village 
oommllnity 
~he men who lived in village commllnities ani farm-
ed as grollps were bOllnd to their chief largely by political 
bonds. '::he chief was a lel:ider in their cOllncils in IE ace, 
and their military leader in times of war. He held his land 
llnder the same condi tiOllS as did the 0 ther members of the 
commllnity. Perhaps beCb-llSe of his greater wealth or beOC;l.IlSe 
of his strength and position as a leader he held a greater 
share than the others, bilt this share Wb.S held ilnder t he same 
rilles as that of any other member of the village oomli llnity. 
The chief did not own the lund of the village. It belonged 
to the village as a whole. ~he only farm laborers aside from 
the free landholders of the commllnity were the slaves taken 
in war. The chi ef and hi s family together with their slaves 
till ed their share of the common land. ~he 0 ther members of 
the commllnity were not bOllnd to till the land allotted to the 
chief. ~he men of the cOInri:llnity were all farmers and all 
wurriors. 
~he change in relation in felldal times 
Gradllally conditions changed. ~he chief acqllired 
mOre and more power und greater control over the land and 
the tillers of the soil. ~he other members of the grollp be-
c~e more and more dependent llpon the leb-der. '::ribes were 
Joined to form states with a central govermuent b.Ud So king. 
~he king levied tb-xes and ca.lled llpon the chieitws fa r 
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fighting men in time of war. ~here came a time when all the 
land was sapposed to belong to the king and the chiefs. 
other people held land of the king and the great chieft~s. 
and in retarn had to render services to them for the privil-
ege of holding land. .b.ll waste land belonged to the king. 
When the king was displeased vdth a su.bject. if he were 
, 
strong enoagh. he might take the sabjects land wld either 
keep it or grant it to another. It had become castolllb.ry for 
the same strips in the common fields to be handed dovm from 
generation to generation in the same family. provided the 
members of the family rendered services to theirch1ef or 
1n some cases to the king. ~his system became common over 
prs.ctically the whole of Earope. 
The Norman Conqaest in 1066 fixed this state of 
affairs firmly apon the people of England. J:he development 
of this kind of land ownership had taken place a little be-
fore that time on the continent of Earope. 
Reasons for the cha.nge 
The constant warfare among the tribes &nd the foll-
owers of varioas leaders made property of all kinds very an-
safe. For protection men joined themselves to the strong~st 
leaders. For greater sec~rity they gave ap their land to the 
chief and lived thereafter as his tellWlts. strong nobles ac-
4.aired new la.nd by uonqaest. ~eIlb.nts were needed to work 
these lands. lllen often lost their la.nds vvhen defeated by 
stronger neighbors. Sach men "conmeooed" themselves as ten-
ants to a lord who had mach land and few workers. !.ien often 
~O 
lost their cattle, tools and seed throagh the plandering of 
some warring band. In the middle ages cattle and tools were 
worth more than the land itself. i>. man wi thoat cattle or 
ploagh or seed woald necessarily have to secare these from 
some wealthier and more inflaential landholder. In return 
for safficlent stock to work his land he agreed to pay cer-
tain rents or to do certain work for the noble who had 
eq aipp ed him. 
'faxes were heavy in the middle ages. Often the 
small holders of land were anable to pay the king's ~vies. 
'I1hen thi s happened the lord migh t agree to pay the taxes if 
the freeman's land was joined to his holding. ~his often 
r...appened in England, for there taxes were expecially high on 
accoant of the Danegeld. 'J:his tax was first levied in 991 
jast after the time of lUng Alfred to secare money to buy 
off the Danes who Vlere accastomed t a making ire<{aent plander-
ing raids into England. Many an English freemun anabl. e to 
pay this tax turned his land over to some noble or monastery 
and became a tenant performing a set amoant of work for the 
llse of the land. 
}.I11i tary service vms expected of every holder of 
land. ~o escape each service and still secure protection 
the smull landtolder often 6uve ap his land to a militb.ry 
leader who could farnish armed men for military service. 
J:he fixing of the iell.dal system in England by the Horman 
Conn lles t 
at the time of the Rormun Conqaest the lands of the 
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English fell lnto the hands of the conqllerlngHormana. nom-
inally all the land belonged to King William by right of con-
Cltlest. He granted large traots of the lands of those English-
men who had been killed or driven from the cOllntryto hia 
favorite followera, Ilpon condition that they fllrnish him a 
oertain nllmber of armed men and in same oases perform ather 
services. ~hese in their tllrn granted parts of their landa 
to their own followers or tiave the land to the Saxons who 
had lived Ilpon it on condition that they render certain ser-
vices and payments. 
The condition of England at the time of the Domesday Sllrvey. 
In 1086 Willi6.Il1 the Conqllerer m&de a sllrvey of 
England and the restllts were recorded in a great book called 
the Domesday Book. At the time of the Domesday Stlrvey 
England \vas very thinly peopled. 11llch of the land was still 
Ilnctlltlvated. There were great dense forests, barren moors, 
and large tracta of v.aate land. ~he v11lages clilstered a10llt 
each manor were widely separated by stretches of \vild land. 
The roads were few and poor. Half the <';ollnty of Dorset 61.,ill 
lay otltside the manors. Only the sOllthern part of Sllssex 
Was settled. "At least one third of that cOllnty was then a 
wild trackless district, lnclilding mlloh woodland, parta of 
which--St. Leonard' a Fores t and .ti.shdown Forest--even now re-
main in their primeval stute."* The wild ~astes belonged to 
the king, ~ho Ilsed them only for hllnting. Theives infested 
* Ballard, ~dolphust ~he Domesday lnqllest. p 16b 
the forests. ~rave1 was llnsafe. Each manor formed a little 
world of its own. Becallse of this isolation each manor had 
to be self sllpporting. 
The manor 
The manor or estate of a noble consisted of a manor 
hOllse, the village where the tenants lived, and the lands of 
the lord and his tenctnts. kanors v6.ried greatly in size. 
l?erhaps an average size in England wus from seven hllndred to 
fifteen hu.ndred acres. Some of the villages were larGe and 
contained a hllndred hOllseholds or five hllndred people. 
Smaller villages of from ten to twenty f~milies .vere more 
corrmon. 
The manor hOllse 
In the n~nor hOllse lived the lord with his family 
and servants. If a lord owned several m~nors he lived in one 
of the mo.nor hOllses and his stewards lived in the others. 
The hOllses were large, bllt crllde, and. tl,lthOllgh they 'were ·the 
~ . . 
homef;l of the web.l thiest clase of people, possessed few of the 
conveniences that the homes of the American farmers of to-day 
have. ~he manor hOllse itself was a very slmple affair bllilt 
of timbers and consisting in the main of one large room call-
ed the hall. ~he hall served as dining rooID. parlor. cOllrt 
of jllstice, sleeping room for the men and sometimes as a 
kitchen. ~here were llsllally one or t~o other rooms attbched 
to thi s mb.in hall. The hall Wb.S nei ther plastered nor ceiled. 
The smoke-blackened beams of the roof \;,ere pluin1y visible. 
The "ivo.lls were not tight and so hangings and rllde tupestries 
were llsed us a protection from the wind that whistled 
. . .. ~ 
through the crevices. ~ h~ge fire-pl~ce at one end of the 
hall or a l~rge hearth near the center of the room f~rnished 
warmth for the occ~pants and sometimes served for cooking. 
The f~rn1ture consisted of bilt few pieces c.;.nd these \v"ere of 
the rudest home-made type. 
The mansion formed one slde of a court or :p. rd 
ilpon which the other buIldings of the manor opened. These 
consisted of the burns for storing the gruin, the stables 
with stalls for the horses and cattle, the sheep pens, and 
the fowl ho~se. \'11 thin the yard were the ovens, the kilns, 
the 6alt-ho~se, the maltho~se, the hayrick and the woodplies. 
The village and homes of the villagers 
Hot far from the manor house was the v 111age or 
town of the teoonts. If the DUinslon WtLS on top of a hill the 
vIllage uSUhlly clustered about the foot of the hill. Some-
times the village was grouped ~long the road that led to the 
next manor. Often both village and munor were situated on 
the bank of a stream. The mill was ttlways located on a 
stretl.m. 
The houses of the villagers were little be~ er than 
hovels. They were much like the poorest I;rlsh cabins of to-
day. ~here was but a single room. The walls were uSll.tl.lly 
of wattles or intervvoven branches plastered Vi i th mud. The 
roof Wb.6 of brushwood or straw thatch... The only floor WE.t.S 
furnished by mother earth. There were no windows ~nd no 
chimney. In good weather cooking was done over an open fire 
o~tside. In bud weat.her ~ fire 'iv~s built in the center of 

the hilt. The smoke escaped as best it cOllld throllgh t he door 
and crevices in the walls and roof. As a conseqllence the in-
terior of the hOllses were blackened with smoke. Challcer says 
of the poor widow's cottage, "l!'llll sooty was her bower and 
eke her hall. II Fllrni tllre was scanty. There was a table of 
rOllgh boards on trestles and a few benches or stools. The 
beds were often piles of straw on the floor where the whole 
famIly and any visitors slept together. Sometimes the hOllse 
was divided by a rOllgh partItion. In one end the fami ly 
lived, the other fllrnished a shelter for the lIvestock. Of-
ten there was not the formality of a partition, and pigs, 
dogs and hens came and went at will. 
The lands of the manor 
Sllrrollnding the manor hOllse and village were the 
lands which fllrnished nearly everything needed by the lord 
of the manor and the villagers. The land belonging direct-
ly to the lord of the manor and cllltivated especially for his 
Sllpport was called the demesne land or the lord's demesne. 
Sometimes the lord was able to seCllre a compact blook of 
land lying near or sllrrollnding the manor hOllse. More often 
the lord's demesne consisted of strips scattered abo~ among 
the lands of his tenants. 
The arable land 
The land of a tenant consisted first of a ~rd or 
croft abollt his hilt. This provided space for penning his 
livestock and for a gard~n and in some cases for a small 
plot of grain. Some classes of tenants held no other land 
than the yards aboat their houses. Others held a part of 
the arable land. The usual holding was thirty acres. ~he 
land was distributed in acre and hhlf acre strips. as it had 
been in the days of commani ty farming, so that 'any one man's 
holding of thirty acres consisted of smbll strips scattered 
over the whole of the cultivated land of the manor. ~he 
strips were as a rule a furlong (furrow-long) or two hundred 
and twenty yards in length and tw.enty-two yards wide. There 
were no fences between strips. The only division was a balk 
or narrow strip of unploughed land. ~he land was no longer 
re-distribated, bat the same fanlily held the same land year 
after year and could not be dispossessed of it as long as they 
rendered the customary services. ~enants rarely changed. 
TI!!! meadow 
The meadow land was the most valuable of all the 
farm lands at a time when winter food for stock was especia-
lly scanty and when cattle had often to be killed and their 
flesh salted down in the fall because they were likely to 
starve during the coming winter. The meadow lund usually 
lay along the bank of a stream where it could be flooded and 
Where the grass was especially rtillk. ~he lord bond his ten-
ants shared the meadow. Each was assigned a strip in the 
meadow land from Which his hay was to be cut. Often the 
meadow land was reallotted each year as the arable land had 
once been. Sometimes the lord m~naged to secure a compact 
bit of meadow land which he called his croft or close and 
Which he took great puins to fence. Meadow land was never 
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ab~ndant and so both the lord and his tenants were forced to 
depend upon the common grazing gro~nd, the fallow land, and 
the woodland for the b~k of the food for their livestock. 
The common 
The oommon grazing gro~nd consisted of the waste land 
not fit for meadow nor tillage. Eaoh member of the manorial 
oomm~nity had the privilege of past~ring stock ~pon the com-
mon. The n~mber of oattle to be past~red by each man depend-
ed ~pon the size of his holding of arable land. a man who 
held sixty aores of tillable land wo~ld be allowed to t~rn 
twioe as many cattle on the common as the man who held thir-
tyacres. The lord's ~se of the common was probably ~n­
limited. 
The wood 
Each tenant had certain rights in the woodland. 
Hunting rights were for the most part reserved for tre lord 
and the penalties for hunting were severe. The tenants could 
c~t firewood and b~ilding material in the wood. The most 
important ~se of the forest, however. was as a past~re for 
pigs. Pork was the staple diet of the middle ages. Every 
tenant had a few pigs. The ohief food of these pigs was the 
beech n~ts and acorns of the forest. Us~ally the swine of 
a village were all placed in the charge of a swineherd who 
drove them to the wood in the morning and bro~ght them b&ck 
to the village at s~ndown. ~ . fixed rent in kind was charg-
ed by the lord for past~ring hogs in the forest. at 
Leominster in 1086, every villein who had ten pigs in the 
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forest paid one to the lord as pannage or rent. The size of 
the wood was often expressed by the nwmber of pigs that co~ld 
be past~red in it. For example, Domesday Book, instead of 
giving the nwmber of acres, says that at Barstable in Essex 
there was wood for 3982 pigs. 
The classes of tenants 
The tenants of a manor of the middle ages belonged 
to fo~r general classes, the freemen and socmen, the villeins, 
the cotters, and the slaves. 
The highest of these classes w~s the first consist-
ing of the freemen and socmen. The chief difference between 
freemen and socmen was that most freemen co~ld dispose of 
their land and change lords of their own accord. Socmen 
Were not free to do these things, bat had to obtain the con-
sent of their lord. In addition, socmen -had to perform 
greater services and pay more d~es to the lord than the free-
men. Freemen ~s~ally held their land directly from the king 
or some of the kingls more powerf~ nobles. Socmen might 
also owe their services directly to the king b~t ~s~ally 
their services were rendered to some lesser lord as a r~le. 
Freemen and socmen rendered military service for the ~se of 
their land. Some paid rents of varlo~s kinds in place of 
military service. In general they were not held for a fixed 
nwmber of days labor on the lord's demesne. 
The villeins were the most nwmero~s class of far-
mers. In 1086 there were, according to the Domesday S~rvey, 
108,000 villeins in England. The villein was not free to go 
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and come ashe pleased. He was bo~nd to the land w~ich he 
tilled. He co~ld not dispose of his land. Fersonal1y he 
was not a slave. He had definite rights in the manorial 
co~rts, b~t he had to live ~pon the land where he was born 
~nless he co ~ld obta.in his' lord' s permission to lea.ve. He 
had, also, to give a fixed part of his time to the c~ltiva.t­
ion of his lord's demesne. Aga.inst every one b~t his lord 
he was well protected. 
The normal holding of a villein was thirtya.cres 
together with his share in the meadow land and his rights in 
the common past~re and the wood. Altogether he had the ~se 
of perhaps one h~ndred acres of land. For this holding he 
rendered three kinds of payment. These were week work, work 
on boon days, and gafol or trib~te. The week work consisted 
of two or three days labor each week on the lord's demesne. 
Sometimes villeins had to work as many a.s five days per week. 
In addition to week work the villeins were req~ired to work 
on certain special days called boon db.Ys. ~his extra work 
Qs~ally came at harvest time. Besides laboring on the de-
mesne la.nd the villein had to make certain fixed pa.yments to 
the lord. Sometimes these payments were made in money. 
More often they were made in kind and the villein gave a 
fowl, a n~mber of eggs or a meaSQre of honey on holida.ys. 
The villein knew jQst how many days he was to work, b~t he 
did not always know j~st the kind of work he was to do. 
Sometimes he had to plo~gh or sow or harrow. At other times 
he hud to c~t and ha~l firewood for the manor ho~se. Carry-
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ing and nailling v. ere at all times importGill t forms of his ser-
vioe. 
The lot of the villein W&S not as hard as it might 
seem from the nQmber of days he was reqQired to work on the 
demesne. The hold of the chQrch on the minds of the people 
was strong and the chQrch had many festiv~ls. holid~ys and 
saint's days. On all these. as well &s. on rainy days the 
lord lost the labor of the villeins and the villeins gained 
time for themselves. 
Villeins varied in wealth. Some held more than 
the normal holding of thirty aores of tillable l&nd. Some 
held only fifteen acres. Most villeins had some livestock. 
The size of their holdings depended somewhat ilpon the nwmber 
of oxen which they cOilld filrnish for a ploQgh team. A vill-
ein who coald fQrnish two oxen held thirty acreS,as the Qsual 
team of eight oxen COQld ploQgh 120 acres in a season. 
Below the villeins were the cotters who held only 
the plot of groQnd aboat their cabins. These plots were 
asually aboQt five acres in extent. The cotters performed 
the same kind of services as the villeins, althoQgh these 
were not as heavy as in the oase of the villeins. ~s a rille 
cotters worked one da.y per week. They formed a reserve la-
bor silpply for times SQoh as har~est and hay oiltting when 
mQch help was needed. For this extra labor they received. 
sometimes payment in money. and sometimes payments in prodQce. 
They did not often own work teams, bQt worked with the oxen 
belonging to the demesne. 

The lowest class living upon the lands of the manor 
were the slaves. In domesday times there were comparatively 
few slaves in England. only about 25.000 compared with 108,500 
villeins. The slaves could be bought and sold like oattle, 
bQt as a matter of faot this was not a common praotise. A 
slave COQld be killed by his owner and the owner COQld not be 
broQght to justice. Most of the slaves were employed in do-
ing the drudgery about the manor hOQse of the lord. Others 
did various kinds of chores, such as cutting wood, keeping 
the stables, and herding the lord's swine in the forest. 
Some were used in tilling the soil and cQltivatingthe orops 
along with the villeins and other laborers. The slaves liv-
ed either in the manor hOQse and its oQt-bQildings or in 
small hQts in the village depending QPon the kind of work 
which they were required to do. 
How the land was farmed 
The work of the manor w~s performed by groQPs of 
villagers working together. Sinoe each man's share of the 
land was made QP of scattered strips separated from that of 
his neighbors by narrow balks of sod,and the stQbble fields 
were oommon pasture after harvest, it was neoessary for farm-
ing operations to be governed by detailed rules. all the 
workers of the varioQs strips had to plough and sow and reap 
at the same time. Few of the tenants of the manor were weal-
thy enoQgh to own an entire plough team. It was, therefore, 
necessary for them to join their work cattle in common 
teams for the cQltivation of their own land ~nd to do the 
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reqaired work on the lord's demesne. 
The three-field system 
Another thing which led to the making of many rules 
was the system of crop rotation ased daring the middle ages. 
When the old castom of taking in new ploagh land and redis-
tribating it each year had died out. it was foand that aSing 
the same land for the same crop year after year soon gave 
very poor yields. To remedy this the three-field system of 
farming was introdaced. According to this scheme all the 
cultivated land of the manor was divided into three fields. 
Each year one of these fields was planted to winter grain. 
one to a swmmer crop. and one stood idle. Each cultivator 
had strips in each of the three fields and it was necessary 
for him to plant the same crops that his neighbors did. The 
large fields and the meadow were fenced each year. After the 
orops were harvested and the hay cut these fences were torn 
down and the fields thrown open for grazing. The arable 
fields were common from Aagast first to Febraary sec~nd and 
the meadow from Jaly sixth to Febraary second. 
In following oat the three-field plan the mediaeval 
farmers early in the fall ploaghed the field that had been 
lying fallow daring the sammer and sowed wheat or rye. In 
the spring they ploughed ap the stabble where wheat had been 
grown the year before and sowed barley or oats. In Jane they 
ploaghed the field that had produced a spring crop the year 
before and allowed it to lie fallow antil fall. In the 
thirteenth centary the farmer's calender ran somewhat as 
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follows: 
October: ~loagh the first field 
November: sow the first field with wheat 
Febraary: ~loagh the second field 
March: sow the second field with ba!ley or oats 
April: ~loagh the third field for the first time 
May: Fence the meadows against cattle 
Ploagh the third field the second time 
Jaly: Mow the hay in the meadows 
Aagast: Throw open the meadows for cattle 
*,Aagast and September: Cat the grain on the first and 
second fields. 
If this calendar was followed, the next year the third field 
woald be sown with wheat, the first with barley or oats, and 
the second woald lie fallow. 
Officers of the manor 
The carrying oat of all the details of farm manage-
ment in the middle ages reqaired several officers sinoe many 
of the nobles who lived on the manors were more occapied in 
fighting and condacting petty wars than in looking after 
their estates. Many of the nobles owned more than one manor 
and so it was necessary for t .hem to have an officer who lived 
on the land to look after their affairs. The chief officers 
Vi ere the seneschal, the bailiff, and the reeve. 
The seneschal attended to the legal relations of 
* Ballard, Adolphas, The Lomesday Inqaest. p. 206 
the lord and his tenants. He had to know the amo~nt of each 
tenant's land and the exact amo~t of the services which 
each owed to his master. He had to be acq~ainted with the 
amo~t and val~e of the crops and the n~mber and condition 
of the plo~gh teams and other livestock. He might be the 
s~perinte.ndent of severa'l manors. 
The bailiff s~perintended the b~ying and selling, 
looked after the plo~ghing, sowing and reaping, and collect-
ed the rents. There was a bailiff for each manor. The 
seneschal and the bailiff were chosen by the lord to look 
especially after his interests. The reeve was chosen from 
among the tenants and was s~pposedto look after their inter-
ests. The reeve aided the bailiff in performing his d~ties, 
looked after the livestock, and had charge of the granary. 
In addition to these three more important officers there 
were lesser ones s~ch as the leaders of the plo~gh teams, 
swineherds, shepherds, oxherds, and the wardens of the woods 
and fences. 
l1an~fact~ring in the manor 
In addition to those whose chief b~siness it was 
to cultivate the crops of the manor there was a growing 
class of workmen who later came to be known as artiz~ns. 
Sinc e each manor was so completely c~t off from ithe rest of 
world, it was necessary for the most of the things needed to 
be man~fact~red at home from materials prod~ced there. Iron 
and salt were the principal things brought in from the o~t­
Side. Shoes and clothing, plo~ghs and armor were made in 
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the village. The meal was gro~nd at the lord's mill and the 
bread baked in the lord's over. Sinoe the land of each fam-
ily remained ~ndivided it often became necessary for some 
members of a family to do additional work. They were ~sed 
in making the man~fact~red articles ~sed at the manor. In 
this way there cwme to be, in the larger villages. shoemakers, 
weavers, smiths, bakers and carpenters who made the things 
which had previo~sly been made in the homes of the villagers. 
Each village had a miller who held the mill from the lord and 
gro~d all the grain for the whole village. Fish and eels 
were m~ch eaten as the s~pply of meat was limited and since 
there were many ch~rch days when meat might not be eaten. 
Some of the inhabitants of the village added to their living 
by fishing and selling fish. 
Fairs for the p~rpose of trading wares had become 
conunon in the twelfthcent~ry. TJwns were growing where 
there were tradesmen who still held their land o~tside the 
town and reaped the prod~ce bllt whose chief b~siness was the 
making and selling of goods needed by others. altho~gh the 
whole pop~lation still depended ~pon the soil for a living 
and there were few men who did not either hold some farm 
land or perform some agric~lt~ral labor, there was a grow-
ing class whose chief b~siness was man~fact~re and trade. 
Division of labor 
In the middle ages there was a diVision of labor. 
First there were the king and larger nobles and their off-
icers, whose chief b~siness was thht of looking after govern-
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mental affairs. There were other nobles b.nd knlghts whose 
chief business was fighting. There were growing nwmbers of 
artizans and tradesmen. At the foundation of the whole 
scheme were the freemen, vllleins, and cotters who worked 
the land and raised the crops that supported all the rest. 
Even here there was some division of labor. · There were 
farm managers like the reeve and b~iliff. There were oxherds~ 
swineherds, shepherds, leaders of plough teams, and wardens 
of woods and fences. Men were coming more and more to do the 
work of the fields and the women to ~ve a customary routine 
of hoasehold duties. The farmer was beginning to become se-
parated from other men ~nd becoming a member of a distinct 
class which was looked down ilpon during the middle ages be-
cause of its servile condition. 
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The story of the Farmer 
Section IV 
Farming as a Business 
Old earth, receive this corn, 
The son of six thousand golden sires; 
all these on thy kindly breast were born; 
One more thy poor child requires. 
Fall gently and still. good corn, 
Lie warm in thy earthy bed; 
And stand so yellow some morn, 
For beast and man must be fed. 
Thomas Carlyle. 
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Farming ~ ~ B~siness 
The breaking ~p of the manors 
Toward the end of the thirteenth cent~rythe manor-
ial system began to break ~p. This was hastened by the Black 
Death which came to England in 1~48. As the manors were 
broken ~p the nwmber of men farming for their own profit in-
creased. D~ring this period following the Black Death trade 
increased. The exchange of goods became common. Money was 
more commonly ~sed. The wages of laborers were more often 
paid in money. Villeins were able in many cases to pay a 
money rent instead of giving their labor for the ~se of land. 
With the growth of the English wool trade farmlng became pro-
fitable. Land was enclosed so that the owners were not s~b­
ject to local c~stoms of management. Farming was getting to 
be a b~siness. The farmer was becoming independent. 
The change to money rents 
The first change for the better in the condition of 
the farm workers of the middle ages was the change by which 
a great many villeins were allowed to pay a money rent to the 
lord for the use of their land in place of the customary ser-
vices. This change was called comm~tation. The change, as 
a whole, took place very slowly, and it is difficult to de-
termine just when the first commutations occ~rred. By the 
time of Elizabeth the practise of paying money rents had be-
come common, and villeins, as a class, had almost entlrely 
disappeared. In fact, the name villein was no longer used, 
b~t the renters of land together with the small land-owners 

were called yeomen. 
Causes of the change 
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The lords were willing at first to accept money in 
place of the customary servioes because they usually had more 
laborers than were necessary to work the demesne land and 
money was scarce. The nobles were almost constantly in need 
of ready money. Since they were put to the expense of rais-
ing and arming their own troops the continuous wars kept 
them poor. Consequently they were willing to accept almost 
any scheme for raislng money. The more progressive Villeins 
were eager to free themselves from the burdensome services 
in order to have more time to give to the cultivation of 
their own crops. The fact that before the Black Death it was 
difficult for villeins to secure surplus money prevented the 
change taking place more rapidly. 
The Black Death, which occurred first in 1348 and 
oarried off from one third to one half the people in England, 
did much to bring about the chan?,e in the condition of the 
English farmer. The Black Death Was like the Bubonio plague 
in its effect. People who were effected died wi thin a few 
hours. In some plaoes there were scarcely enough well per-
sons left to bury the dead. The living conditions of the 
people were very bad. They lived for the most part in very 
dirty one-roomed houses, often without windows or chimneys. 
The floors were of earth strewn with reeds. The filth was 
unspeakable. No measures were t&ken to prevent the spread 
of the disease. all this added to the misery during the 
Visit of the terrible pestllence. People died on every sid~ 
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both rich and poor. '{,chen the plague was over not much more 
than half the original population was left. * 
After the Black Beath there were not enough workers 
left in the manors to work the fields. Wages went up. Vill-
eins worked for wages on days when they were not bound to 
work for their lords and so secured money with which to buy 
their freedom. cotters were able because of higher wages to 
secure money enough to rent or buy larger tracts of land. 
Many villeins attracted by high wages ran away from their 
lords and became free. Farm labor was in such demand toot 
everywhere the tillers of the soil became more independent. 
Laws were passed compelling villeins to remain on their own 
lands and to accept wages as low as those that existed be-
fore the plague. The demand for workers was so great, how-
ever, that the laws could not be enforced. 
The growth of towns and tr&de 
The Crusades and foreign wars brou.ght the people 
of Europe into closer contact wit~ one another and the rest 
of the world. Trade increased. l\,;:arkets and fairs became 
more numerous. The towns grew. hlerot~nts and trades-people 
who carried on the manufaoturing of the time formed them-
selves into organizations called guilds to promote trade 
and industry. As the power of the great nobles grew weaker 
the authority of the king and centr~l government grew strong-
er. Better roads were built. Gangs of theives were stamped 
* Curther, W. H. R • .A Short Eistory of English Agricu.lture 
P. 42 
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out. ~ravel was made easier and safer. ~he discovery of the 
new world in 1492 gave a new impetus to trade. · 
~he opening of new markets 
All these things worked together to produce a mar-
ket for the farmer'S goods. Before the fifteenth century 
the farmer had little or no market for his produce and litt-
le need for the goods of others. All the things raised on a 
farm h8.d to be consumed there. When towns and trb.de grew up 
he was able to take his produce to market and dispose of it. 
He now had a purpose for producing more than eno.u.gh for tlle 
needs of his own household. 
Many of the things formerly made in the farm home 
were now made better and more cheaply by members of the trades 
gu.ilds in the towns. The contact with people and merchants 
of other districts and countries created a desire for new 
articles for which the people in the rural districts had pre-
viously felt no need. By the middle of the sixteenth century 
the farmer had not only secured a market for his own goods, 
bllt had developed a need for the go.ods of others. By the 
time of Elizabeth, 1658-1603, farming Was well on the way to 
becoming a business. ~he farmer was a producer of raw mat-
erial which he either sold or exchanged for manufactured 
articl es. 
The English wool trade 
In England the wool trade helped both to put farm-
ing on a commercial basis and to change the system of farm-
ing from the open field type of the manor to the more modern 
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farming of enclosed fields. Becaase of its geographical 
sitaation and climatic conditions the most of England was 
especially adapted to the raising of sheep. The wool of 
some breeds of English sheep was especially saited to the 
making of certain kinds of cloth. In the fifteenth and 
sixteenth oentaries Flanders was the great cloth mana-
factaring coantry. The demand 1n Flanders for English wool 
was enormoas. A great trade sprang ap between the two coant-
ries. The rais.ing of sheep became very profitable in England. 
Flemish weavers were broaght to England and cloth manafaot-
uring beoame a leading indastry there. 
Sheep raiSing and its effeots in England 
Sheep raising became so profitable that arable 
fields were ploaghed aP and pat down in grass for sheep pas-
tare. Sinoe shepherds for many sheep were expensiv8",fields 
were enclosed. It beoame the fashion to invest money in 
farms and sheep. Wealthy men begun to invest their money in 
sheep farming as a basiness. Farmlng became inoreasingly 
profitable for the owner and for the landlord. 
All this was, however, often very hard on the ten-
ant farmers and farm laborers. cotters and laborers were 
thrown oat of work and f~ed into the towns. The namber of 
beggars and thieves increased greatly. Even in Elizabeth's 
time the large namber of beggard and thieves was one of the 
great problems of the government. The landlord no longer 
needed so many tenant farmers and often managed to get rid 
of his renters in varioas ways, both leg~l and illegal, so 
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that he might enclose their lands for sheep past~re. 
The change from the three-field system to convertible 
h~sbandry. 
Altho~gh sheep farming was hard on the poorer 
classes of farmers d~ring this period of change, in 
r~n it improved agric~lt~ral conditions in England. 
of the fifteenth century the old three field system 
the long 
t"e By end 
1\ 
had a1-
most exhausted the soil in muny places. T~rning the land to 
grass and sheep pasture aided in bringing it back to its 
normal fertility. A new system of farming, convertible 
h~sbandry, which was a step forward towards our modern 
system of crop rotation was introd~ced. In convertible hus-
bandry arable land was converted into grass land and ~sed to 
past~e sheep for a n~mber of years instead of being allowed 
to lie fallow. This land was then ploughed for crops and the 
part that had been cropped was turned into sheep pasture. 
This system kept up the fertility of the soil m~oh better 
than the three-field fallow system. The profits in sheep -
farming gave farming as an occ~pation a better name. Many 
wealthy merchants turned farmers. "Gentlemen farmers" were 
common. D~ring Elizabeth's reign the yeomen were held in 
high esteem. Sheep raising for profit hastened the enclosing 
of land and the gro~ping together of the scattered acre 
strips witho~t which improvement in agrlc~lture wo~ld have 
been impossible. 
Enclos~res 
Fermanent fencing of relatively large areas of land 
06 
had begun towards the first of the fourteenth century. ~his 
enclosing of land continlled rather rapidly Ilntil the beginn-
ing of the seventeenth, bllt was not completed Ilntil SJ me 
time in the nineteenth centllry. There were three kinds of 
enclosllres, the enclosllre of waste land, the enclosllre and 
consolidation .of. the scattered acre strips of arable land, 
a.nd the enclosure of the COIIlUOllS. 
The enclosllre of w~ste land for the parpose of 
bringing it under cllltivation had been the right of ~e lord 
of the manor for a very long time. Small freeholders and 
tenants cOllld not make sllch enclosures. There was ordinar-
ily no objection to the enclosllre of wasLe land by the lord 
if it did not encroach upon the common grazing ground. 
If the lord's demesne lay in a compact Llock, as 
it often did, there was no objection to its enclosure. Of-
ten, however, the lord w~s careless of the rights of the 
owners of heighboring acre strips and included these in his 
enclosures. The enclosure of parts of the open fields was 
objected to by the tenants because it Cllt down the area of 
stllbble Which had been . COIDrJ.lon pastllre after harvest. rihen 
the advantages of permanently fei.1ced fiel<is became evident. 
tenants and . small freeholders often traded strips of arable 
land in order to secure compact blocks of land that could be 
enclosed. This was the only kind of. enclosure pObsible for 
the smaller landholders. 
The kind of enclosure which callsed the most com-
plaint was that of fencing the common grazing grollnd. The 
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lord was allowed by an old statate to enclose parts Qf the 
common so long as he left enoagh pastarefor the cattle of 
his tenants. The rights of the tenants to the common were 
not clearly defined and when sheep farming made past~e land 
valllable landlords enclosed the commons withoatmach consid-
eration for the rights of . others. ':l:his was especially hard 
on the cotters who held only a :few acres ,and added to their 
living by pastaring a cow or two on the common grazirg 
groand. ~enants and small holders had no way to enclose 
sach land and so . they lost when . it w~s enclosed oy the larg-
er landlords. 
Advantages of enclosares 
In spite of thedifficalties and cases of injllstice, 
improvement in the condi tio.n of farmers . and in farm practic e 
woald have been impossible withoat enclosing the land. By 
the old system there .was no chance for a progressive indiv-
idaal to make any improvement. Since the strips were mi~ed 
in the fields withoat fences all the members of the manorial 
community had to pl~nt the s~e crops at the same time. 
There was Ii ttle chance .for improvement in method s since any 
change by one person threw the whole system oat of jOint. 
The scattered strips caased a great amollnt of waste in time 
and energy. 
Real opportunity for the f~rmer first Cb.L1e with the 
enclosed fields. ~hen for the first time real individual 
ownership of land became possible. ~hen it was possible for 
each man to raise the crops that seemed most profitable und 
to do it in the way that seemed best to him wlthollt being 
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retarded by his more backward neighbors. ~he way for improve-
ment was open. 
Conditions at the close of Elizabeth's reign \1603) 
At the close of Elizabeth's reign (1603) there 
were yet in England great landlords who lived in manor hOlls-
es and farmed their lands by means of tenant's services. On 
the other hand the nwmber of freeholders and copyholders had 
increased. So, also, had the nllIDber of landless laborers. 
The condition of the landowners and the larger tenant farm-
ers had improved. However, there had grown IIp a class of 
landless laborers who were very poor indeed. Enclosed land 
was becoming co~on. ConvertIble hllsbandry was taking the 
place of the old open field system. Rents had taken the place 
of the ancient labor serVices. The wool trade had -made farm-
ing profi table as a bu.siness. 
In other ways farming had not improved milch. The 
same crops were grown in abollt ~he same way that they had 
been for the past hllndreds of years. ~here was no improved 
machinery. Yeoman Iarmers lived in abollt the same fashion 
that the villeins two oentllries before had lived. There were, 
however, some few improvements in w~ys of living. For ex-
ample, windows and chimneys were becoming more common, mak-
ing life more comfortable and healthflll. Food was milch more 
plentiflll and cheap. The standard of living of the wealthier 
classes was higher, bllt the condition of the poor was wretch-
ed. The individllal was freer, bllt economic conditions had 
not improved in proportlon. ~he opportllnity for improvement 
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had come bat men had not yet taken advantage of that 
opportanity. It remained for the settlers in a new world to 
realize to the fallest the opportanity of a free farmer in 
control of his own land. 
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Early .1farmers in .America 
~at let the good old crop adorn 
~he hills oar fathers trod; 
Still let as, for his golden corn, 
Send ap oar thanks to Godt 
John G. Whittier 
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Early Farmers in America 
The need for farming in the early colonies 
The first colonists who came to America fo~nd it 
necessary to make a living by til~ing the soil. ~hey had 
to grow their own foodstuffs or starve. ~he first Virginia 
settlers did not come to America to farm. Most of them were 
not farmers at home. They came to Virginia expecting to 
find rich mines of gold and silver.v Some expected to find a 
short way to the East Indies and to grow wealthy by trade. 
When the s~pplies which they had brought from England ran 
low they bo~ght corn from the Indians and contin~ed to h~nt 
for gold. Captain John Smith was shrewd eno~gh to see that 
they co~ld not depend ~pon the Indians for any great s~~ply 
of food and that if the Jamestown settlers were not able to 
feed themselves they wo~ld soon starve to death. In 1009 
these settlers were pers~aded to clear abo~t forty acres of 
land near Jamestown . Nhich they planted in Indian corn. Be-
fore this, only about four acres of English wheat had been 
planted. Other crops were soon sown and livestock was 
brought over from England. Later roembers of this same col-
ony found the gold mine, which they had been seeking, on 
their own plantations in the form of the tobacco crop. 
The type of settlers in New England 
T!~ e colonists who settled in New England in 1620 
came to this co~ntry beca~se of political and religious 
dif~erences with those in power in Engl~nd. They came pre-
pared to make their living as they had at home. They brought 
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with them tools and seed and some livestock. As soon as 
they had bQilt homes to shelter them from the winter they 
began to clear land for the first year's Cl'Op. They not on-
ly planted the seeds of crops grown at home, bu.t they learn-
ed from the Indians how to grow the native crops of maize 
and pu.mpkins. 
The importance which these early farmers attached 
to their farming is shown by their celebration of the first 
year's harvest in 1621 by a "solemn feast of thanksgiving". 
This day has been celebrated in the United States ever since 
as Thanksgiving Day. 
The ownership of land in the early colonies 
The earliest farmers in America had the same ideas 
of land ownership that the people in their home cou.ntries 
held. Althou.gh they had come to a B!! ~ and in most cas-
es did not admit that the Indians tad s:ny rights to the land, 
they did not at first adopt the idea of complete individQal 
ownership of land. They still believed that all of the land 
belonged to the king and that every man mu.st get his land 
from the kIng or his representative. The early explorers 
and discoverers took possession of the lands which they 
fo~nd in the name of the kIng. All the settlements in the 
new world were made u.pon large tracts of land granted by the 
king to some nobleman or to some corporation s~ch as the 
London Company. 
Land ownerShip in Virginia 
In VIrginia all the land of the colony was origIn-
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ally granted to a few members of the London Company. New 
members. some noblemen and some merchants. were taken into 
the company in order ~o secure c~pit~l for carrying on the 
enterpri~e.fof the company. At first the colOnists all work-
ed together on the land of the company and all of the produce 
went into a common store. Su.pplies were drawn from the com-
mon store. but all the profits were to go to the comJR ny. 
Of cou.rse the colonists were not very willing workers u.nder 
su.ch a system. 
When (Zovernor Dale came to the colony he introdu.c-
edt in 1614. a plan ~or renting the land in small plots of 
about three acres each to the settlers ~or their own use. 
For the use of these plots the men had to pay a rental of 
two and one-half barrels of grain and also work ~or the com-
pany one month Out of each year. Later new settlers were 
allowed a lot of twelve acres with materials for a hou.se and 
tools and livesto<.:k :!:ree of rent for one year. 
Finally members of the compb.ny were granted tracts 
of one hubdred amres for each share of stock which they 
owned and in some: cases this was douoled. Each member of 
the colony WhO pa~d Ior hiS own passage across the ocean 
was given fifty acres and an additional ~ifty acres was giv-
en for each man whom he brOu.ght to the colony. Many men 
secured very large tracts of land by bringing over to the 
colony paupers and crimnals as indent~red serv~ts. ~he 
rules. governing the granting of land were very carelessly 
administered by the officials and soon land cou.ld be secu.red 
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in the Virginia colony by the payment of a small fee to the 
~ecretary of the company. 
The virginia colonists held large sections of land 
which they called plantatiolls. ~hese plantations were 
worked by servant or slave labor. Each plantatlon formed a 
little community by itself and resembled to a great extent 
the manors in England. Since the plantations were quite 
large the homes of the planters were usually widely scatt-
ered. There were few towns in Virginia and few in the other 
southern colonies. 
L~nd ownership in New England 
The first New England colonists who came to this 
co~ntry and settled at Plymouth in 1620 were in debt to the 
company at .home which had financed their voyage across the 
Atlantic. Partly for this reason and partly because they 
were accustomed to live in villages at home these puritans 
established a system of community farming. The heads of 
families who founded the colony were the owners of the land. 
They did not, however, parcel out the land owned in common 
and the products were put into a comuon store. The Slrplus 
was to be used in paying off the debt of the colony. 
As had happened in Vi.rginia this scheme at .r1~Luouth 
dld not work well. In 1623 the system was auolished and the 
head of each family was granted a strip of land to till for 
himself. ~he colonists still held the pastJIe, meadow and 
woodland in COIDllion. bYen to-day we find commons ln New 
England towns. J.'hese are the rellcs of the tovvn's common 
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grazing gro~nd. After this rearrangement was made the com-
mon store was abolished. 
In New England new settlements Were formed by gro~ps 
of men who settled in towns or villages. The men who were 
to form a new . town were called the proprietors and the land 
was granted to them as a grollp. The first thing which the 
proprietors did was to select a site for a town. ~hen the 
land was laid o~t in home lots of aboat six acres. The head 
of each family was granted one of these lot s ~pon which to 
bllild his ho~se and other 1J~ildings. .ilesides this lot in 
the village each proprietor had a strip of tillable ~pland 
and a strip of meadow. There was a common grazing gro ~nd 
and ~s~ally the woodland was comwon. New settlers in a 
town might be allowed to become proprietors and receive 
grants of land not already t~ken IIp 1y the old proprietors 
or they might 1J~y land already in cllltivation. 
Both the virgInia and New England systems of hold-
ing land resembled the English system. In Virginia th e large 
plantations resembled the manors except that they were work-
ed by servants and slaves ~d not by tenants and so were not 
divided into strips as were the English manors. The New 
England villages ~esembled English villages except that there 
was no manor hOllse and the villagers themselves were land-
owners instead of tenants. 
The acq ~ir ing of land rub-de easier in later <.:olonies 
The land in the colony of Fennsylvania was granted by the 
king to l'l1lliam Penn as proprietor.. J:'enn wished to better. 
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the condition of the poorer people at home so he made it 
very easy to get land in his col:>ny. One ha.ndred acres coa.ld 
be boa.ght for two pounds sterling and an anna.al ~a.it rent of 
one shilling. Settlers who were too poor to buy land at this 
rate could rellt tracts at Olle shilling per ,acre. The gener-
al policy of the later colonies was to make the getting of 
land easier. 
The settlement of the"back country". 
'i'he fIrst lam taken in all the earlier settle-
ments was near the sea coast or along the rivers which ran 
down to the sea. AS these older coloaies grew this land 
was soon taken up and new settlers were forced farther back 
into the interior. ~his coantry along the eastern slope of 
the Appalachain Moa.ntains was known in colonial times as the 
"back coa.ntry". Y In Virginia · and in most of the soa.thern 
states the small farmers v·vho worked their own farms could 
not compete in tobacco ralsln~ with the large plantation 
owners who prodaced their cro~s by weans of servant or slave 
labo~. Most of these small farmers for this reason moved in-
land and took a.p farms in the back coa.ntry. It was soon 
foa.nd that the soil of the back COu.ntl'Y was more fertile and 
more easily tilled than the rocky Hew England farms first 
selected by the colonists farther nort~ Becaa.se of this 
IIlb.Dy New Englanders moved into this frontier region. usually 
these settlers seca.red grants of land from the colony from 
Which they came, bu.t ~hls w~s not always the case. Land was 
so plentifa.l that if a m~ wished to go to the labor of clear-
, 
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ing it of forest and to ~ndergo the danger of defending it 
from the Indians no one disp~ted his title to the land. In 
a region where land was plentif~l and so easily sec~red the 
remnants of the English menorial system co~ld not long re-
main. ~he back <.:o~try became a region where men owned 
farms of moderate size and tilled the land themselves. 
Allodial ten~re adopted by the United states government 
After the American lievol~tion all the ~occapied 
la.nd Wl:i.S claimed by the vario~s st,l:i.tes. In 1787 the states 
ceded this territory to the national government b.ndthe 
famo~s ordinance of 1787 Wb.S passed. By this ordinance 
complete ownership of land by an individ~al oitizen was 
first recognized. ~ersons who bo~ght land from the govern-
ment were given absol~te ownership of the ll:i.lld to do with 
as. they pleased. This scheme of land ownership, known as 
I 
allodial ten~re, was soon adopted by all the states in the 
~nion and has been the recognized system of land holding in 
the United states ever since. The Americb.n farmer has al-
ways had the opport~nity to get land which he co~ld manage 
and work withou.t the feu.dal limitations Which still exist in 
many European co~ntries. 
The effect of tobacco raising on so~thern farming 
~he men who first came to the Virginia colony had 
not been farmers at home. ~here were soldiers, sailors, 
gentlemen advent~rers, a few tradesmen and a goldsmith. ~he 
land abo~t the settlement was c::overed with forest trees, and 
few of these men co~ld wield an ax. lt was two years after 
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the settlement was founded before a plow was brought over 
from England. 
~hese first settlers ~ent most of their time hunt-
ing for gold or exploring the rivers looking for 8 northwest 
passage to India. 1 t was not until food.-stuff beoame very 
soaroe that they turned farmers and planted wheat brought 
from England and maize seoured from the Indians. 
Another new orop besides oorn proved a great faot-
or in turning these Virginia gentlemen into farmers. Early 
explorers had found the Amerioan Indians using tobaooo and 
it had been introduoed into Europe nearly a hundred years 
before the foanding of Virginia. ~obacoo was rare and 
brollght a high prioe in Ellrope. It i13 said toot .John Rolfe. 
who had married the indian prinoess. l'ooahontas. began the 
oultivation of tobao~o in virginia. be that as it may. ~o­
baooo soon beoame the chief orop of the oOlony. itbeoame 
so important that it was used in pla~e of money whioh was 
soaroe in the new world. 
Tobaoco was a crop whioh rapidly exhausted the 
soil and which required a great deal of hand labor in 8 severe-
ly warm climate. The planters seollred great traots of land 
so that when one field was exhausted they were able to aband-
on that field aDd olear a new one. Labor was soarce in the 
colony. The owner of a plantation oOllld not do all of the 
work necessary. At first indentured servants were brought 
over from England to supply the need for laborers. Indent-
ared servants were people who boand themselves to work for a 
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certain n~mber of years in ret~rn for having their passage 
to the colony paid. The services of these persons were of-
ten bo~ght aln sold. In addition to sec~ring their services 
the man who paid the passage money was given fifty acres of 
land for each person brought into the colony. After these 
servants had served their time they were free to work ~or 
wages and to go wl1ere they pleb.sed. 
The introd~ction of slaves 
Later (lb19) negro slaves were bro~ght to Virginia 
from Africa. It was fomd that these negroes co~ld do the 
work required in raising tobacco as well as white laborers 
and that they co~ld st~nd the hot damp climate better. The 
so~thern planters foand it very profitable to work their 
large plantations with slave labor ald soon thls became the 
accepted system in the So~th. 
The system of farming In th e North 
In New Englb.lid. it was the general r~le i.h~t; each 
fOarmer with his ~b.milyworked the farm ~ponwhich th~ Ilved. 
The Virginians came from the cavalier class in Englana who 
felt it a disgrace for a man to work with hiS own hands. 
New England had been settled by P~ritans who were for the 
most part tradesmen and small ~armers at home. The la.nd aYI::3-
tem of the New Englanders gave smaller i"arms to each land-
holder. ~hese smaller farms did not make the ~se of large 
n~bers of laborers profitable. '.i:he climate did not encoar-
age the ~se of slaves. Tobacco and cotton were not grown. 
The crops raised were not so s~ccess~~lly raised by ignorant 
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bl~ve labor. ~'he ro cky so il of Hew England called for the 
intensive cultivation of smaller plots rather than the care-
less cultivation of wide areas that was practised in the more 
} , ' 
fertile South. So it baiened that New England became a land 
peopled by the owners of medium sized farms which th~ work-
ed for themselves. The back country was settled 'by tb. e same 
type ot· farmers who came either from New England or le ft the 
southern colonies to avoid having to compete with slave labor. 
Difference between American and European farmers 
America in its early days was a land of tamers. 
Nearly every man owned some land and most of them did some 
farming. Farmers were respected and took an active ~rt in 
the affairs of the colonies and later in the affairs of the 
new nation. Even thoagh the southern planter did not per-
form the actual labor of the fanu he was actively engaged 
-in farming and depended direc tly Ilpon the so il for a 11 ving. 
In England and elsewhere in Europe at the same time 1h e 
land was in the hands of a comparatively few large land-own-
ers. ~he work of farm1ng was for the most part performed by 
ll:mdless laborers. A man who actllally did farm labor with 
hIS own hands was not considered to be a gentleman. The mun 
WhO tilled the soil had no voice in the government. In , 
America the majority of white farmers were lando\Xners. 1iany 
of these worked at farm labor wi th -their own hands. ]'armers 
were respected and given an active voice in the affairs of 
the colonies. Many of the greatestmen in the early hi story 
of America were farmers. a list of fawolls American :fa rmers 
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wOllld inclllde the names of George Washington, Israel and 
Rllflls Elltnam, ~homas Jefferson, Jared Eliot, Seth Adams, 
Robert Livingston, hlrs. Eliza Pinckney, George Mason, Daniel 
Boone and many others. 
Plants and animals brollght to Lhis cOllntry by colonists 
The first American farmers brollght with them to the 
new cOllntry seeds of the plants which they were accustomed to 
grow at home. In this way the cultivated crops of Ellrope 
were introdllced into America. ~he European settlers brought 
to America wheat, oats, rye and all the grains in common 
cllltivation except maize. ~hey brollght most of the oomwoh 
garden vrgetables, except the potato, and a great many of 
our cllltivated fr~its, among them the apply, pear and peach. 
In addition to the plants, early Ellropean explor-
ers and settlers brollght all of our domestic animals, ex-
oept the dog, to this cou.ntry for the first time. Before 
the coming of the white man the Indians had no horses, no 
cattle, no sheep and no hogs. The wild horses of the west-
ern plains are the descendants of animals brollght to this 
cO~ltry by early Spanish explorers. 
New crops given to the world by America 
The pioneer farmers soon fOllnd that the COIn of 
the Indians or rnai ze grew bet ter under the rllde clll ti va t;ion 
which they were aole to glve than wheat and the other sUlall 
grains which they had brought with them. ~he Indi~n corn 
also yielded milch better than wheat or rye. The setQers 
learned the vallle of maize when they were forced to blly food 
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from the Indians, As soon as they became acqaainted with the 
new corn they learned from the Indians how to grow it, and it 
was not long before Indian corn became the oblef grain crop 
of the colonies. '( Corn wade the establishment of colonies in 
the new world possible. Wi thoat it the colonists wOllld have 
starved. The ase of maize has increased antil it is the 
chief food crop grown in the United states where it 00 es 
more than its share in feedIng over . a handred million people. 
Another food plant not known to the world before 
the discovery of the American continent is the potato. The 
potato is a native of Soath and Central America and not of 
North America. ~he Virginia co lonists fou.nd yams and sweet 
potatoes in this cOllntry, bat notrJ.e potatoes. The potato 
was broJ.ght to Uorth America from Eu.rope. It had been carr-
ied to Earope by early explorers and had been ullltivated 
there for many years before the settlement of North America. 
The potato was not an important food crop to the colonists 
as was Indian corn, bllt became one of the staple food crops 
of Eu.rope. It became so important in Ireland that its com-
mon name has .become the Irish potato. A failu.re in th e 
potato crop caased the great famine in Ireland. ~o-day it 
is ased to almost the same extent in Germany and is one of 
the staple food prodacts in this and other coantries. 
/' 
AS corn made the establishing of colOnies in the 
new world possible by fllrnishlng food to the starving sett-
lers so tobacco w~de fti.rmil1g profitable for the colonists 
who were o.iscoilraged by their failare to find gold am sil-
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ver mines. Tobacco was taken to Europe soon after the dis-
covery OI Amer lca and its use spread. l·apidly. Slr rial t er 
Raleigh is said to have been the first man to use tobacco 
for smoking in England. It is cODJr.Uonly said t.hat when his 
servant first saw him smoking ~e threw a bucket of water 
over him as he thought that his master was on fire. King 
James tried to discourage the use of the weed and wrote a 
pamphlet against it called the Counterblast to ~obacco. 
Some rather severe laVis against tobacco using were passed 
during the reign of the same king. but in ~ite of every-
thing its use spread. 
Tu-cacco has had a great influence on the history--
of our co mtry. it made farming attractive to ti,ile e&'l'ly 
Virginib. planiiers. It made the use of negro slaves on these 
" large pla.d.LatiiOIJ.S profitaule anu . so helped to rivet t.he in-
stitut.ion of slavery on the south. ~obacco continued to be 
the main crop of the southern planter until it wat:; replaced 
by cotton after the invention of the cotton gin in 179~. 
ihe methods 0 f iarmi1J.g in colonial times 
The first AIllerlcan farmers farmed very much as 
they had in ~urope. One great difference. however, \'vus in 
the mallagemel.Lt of the lam and the care of the soil. In 
England farmer~ .were acc~stollied to allow a part of their 
land to lie idle every year ill order that it. wight re(;over 
from the cropping of tile year 'Lefore. English farmers had 
learned the use of marl and the v~lue of manure. by 17hO 
English farmers were planting t .rrnijJs, grasses and clovers 
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on fallow 1ie10.s and were beginning to u.nderstand the va1u.e 
of · crop rotation. kany American fal:mersknew of these things 
and recognized their v~lu.et 1m. t as long as there was plenty 
of new land they did. noli take advantage of them. Not; u.nt;i1 
this coantry became too thickly settled for the ready ac-
qairing of land did ou.r farmers adopt the best part of Eng-
lish farming methods. 
In the early days of o~r cou.ntry if a farmer ownea. a 
h~ndred acres of land he cou.ld c~ltivatebu.t a small part of 
it with the poor tools Which he had. i"ihen that part was ex-
hau.steo. he co~ld abandon it and open a new field on his own 
land. ~hen the whole farm was exhau.sted he cou.1d move to the 
frontier and begin again on a new piece of land. AS long as 
land was so plentif~l and so easily obtained there was litt-
le incentive for keeping u.pthe fertility of the soil. ~his 
kind of farmlng was very w~stef~l and its effects can be 
seen in ou.r COu.ntl'Y to-day t especiall.y in tile eastern part 
where there are many worn ou.t Wid abancioned fal'lLls. 
The tools u.sed by ou.r farmers were like those llsed 
in European couutries. ~he plow was made of wood with an 
iron paint. Harrows generally had WOOden teeth. Grain was 
cu.t with the sickle and the scythe. ~hreshing was done with 
the flail or by oxen or horses on a threshing floor. Oxen 
were u.sed for most farm work instead of horses. ~he plOW, 
harrow and wagon were drawn b.v oxen or horses. ..all other 
farm work was done by hand. 
Livestock in colonial times 
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Cattle and hogs ran wild in the woods and were 
very poorly cared for. Sheep vvere somewhat bett er guarded 
from wolves and dogs. but litt.le better fed. all farm an-
irnals were small and stllnted compared wi Lh those which we 
have to-day. ~he fleece of a sheep weighed only auout two 
pounds. horses of thirt (; en or fourteen hands were thought to 
be of good size. Cal. tIe were srw.ll in p:coportion./ hogs 
/ 
were long-legged, long-uodied t thin and rou5h. Ou the whole 
very little attention was given to tile raisJ.ng of live-stock. 
hlunufactu.ring on colonitl.l farms 
In coloni~l tiwes and for a period after the 
Revolution most of the work of the country was done on the 
farms. As the old English wanors had been self sustainiI.lg, 
so both the New England farm home and the southern plantat-
ion were prac L iCb.lly ind ep endent of the outside worl<i.. FO ud 
was raised at howe. ~he raw materials for clothing, wool, 
flax and hemp, were raised on the farm and wa<i.e into cloth-
ing in the farm hOlue. Leather for shoes was tanned and often 
made into shoes at home. kany farm tools were made on the 
farm. Only iron ptl.rts were bro~ght in frow the outside. 
Furniture Wtl.S made at home. ::Lowns were few and these few 
were not large. In New :&.lgland these were small villb.ges, 
but these were for the most part groups of farmers, farming 
communities rather than tOVins. Iron and salt were the chief 
things brought in frow the outside. 
The advantage of the american ialmer before 11300 
On the "whole the great advantage of the ~erican 
fal1.Uer over the European farmer up to about 1800 is to be 
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fou.nd in the fact that the American farmer lived in a cOllnt-
ry of land-owners where none were paupers and few possessed 
great wealth. kost of the popilla. tion were engaged in farm-
ing. The Awerican farmer mar~ged his own affairs and took 
an essential part in the wanagement of the affairs of th e 
cOllntry. america became a cO!lntry where workers co !lld think 
and do for themselves and were respected accordingly. 
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Additional Reading for Boys and Girls 
Bailey, L. H.--The Evolation of Our Native Fr~its 
New York. 1898. Macmillan 
history of the American grape and attempts to grow the 
European grape in this coantry. A history of the mal-
berry in this coantry With the early attempts at silk 
raising. American plams. American berries. 
Brooks, E. C.--The story of Corn 
Chicago. 1~16. Rand, fucNally 
The story of the ase and importance of Indian corn. 
The benefits of corn to the farmer and the effect of 
corn on the history of our coantry. A very readable 
book for every boy und girl. 
Brooks, E. C.--The Story of cotton 
Chicago. 1911. Rand, McNally 
The origin of cotton calt~re in tbe United States. 
See: pp lbl if 
Carver, T. N.--?rinciples of h~ral Euonomics 
Boston. 1911. Glrul 
A good clear statement of the condition of landholding 
in the colOnies and the development of agricultll.re in 
the United States in brief. 
Carver, ~. N.--Selected Readings in R~ral Economics 
Boston. 1916. Ginn 
Some well selected and very readable material on early 
agricll.ltural conditions in America. 
Cooper, J. Fenimore--~ Prairie 
Early pioneer life on the American prairies that were 
first settled. See Ch~pter I e~pecially. 
Earle, Alice 1iorse--Eome Lite in Colonial Days 
New York. 1(39(3. M.acmillan 
The best description of colonial life and cu.atoms. 
~~ch excellent material on early farm life. 
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Bdgar, Vi. C. -- '~he S tor.l 0 f a ...Train of ii"hea t 
New York. 1~04. Appleton 
The development of the Viheat Ind.ustry in the Unit ed 
states. Chapter VII 
Fassett, J. H.--Colonial Life in Hew Hampshire 
Boston. 1899. Ginn 
A good description of the life and casl..oms of the early 
settlers in this country. ~ood reading and good pict-
ares. Chapter III 
Form&n, S. E.--Sl..ories of Usefal Inventions 
New York. 1916. Century 
Good material on colonial farming tools with good 
illustrations. A book for every boy and girl. 
Haworth, £. L. --JeorgeiiashiiLB ton; Farmer 
Indianapolis 19lb. ~obbs hlerrill 
Washington as a man and as a farmer. ii book for every 
American farmer. 
Longfellow, H. W.--Evangeline 
Some excellent pictures of rur~l li1e 
Long1·el.Low, h. ;";. --Hiawa too 
~he legend of the ori6in of maize. 
MJore, J. R. H.--Indastrial History of ~ American People 
New York. 1904. Macmillan 
A good chapter on the development of agriculture in 
the United States. Especial.LY chapters VI and X. 
McLaughlin, A. C.--Readings in American History 
New York. 1912. Appleton 
Some good selections on early farming condi tions in 
America. 
i?arton, James--Captalns of Iu(L ... :::stry 
Boston. leS4-9l. Houghton Mifflin 
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Major Robert 'Pike, Farmer. Vol. I pp 43 ff 
Israel Plltnam, ]'armer. Vol. I pp 96 ff 
An~rew Jackson, Farmer. Vol. II pp 98 if 
Sanford, A. H.--The Story of Asrlcllltllre ~ the United States 
Boston. 1916. Heath 
The only history of iUnerican agricaltllre. Written for 
boys and girls. The best available material on the 
history of farming in this cOlllltry. 
Sargent, F. L.--Corn Plants 
Note: 
Boston. 1899. HOllghton Mifflin 
See Chapter XI for the story of maize. 
Other llsable material mhy be iOllnd in the history texts 
in common llse in the schools. ~he tr~tment of the top-
ics is llsllally brief, bllt the material can be readily 
handled by the stlldents. 
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Soarce Material Saitable for Adalt Reading 
Bogart, E. L.--Economio History of the United states 
New York. 1907. Longmans Green 
Brief notes on the agrioaltaral development of the 
United states. Referenoes scattered. See "agricaltare" 
in index. 
Brace, E. A.--Economic History of Virginia 
New York. 1896. Macmilla4 
A detailed accoant of economio conditions in the 
Virginia Colony. 
Carlton, F. T.--The Growth and Management of .b.Dlerioan 
Agri cal tar e--- --
A brief history of Amerioan agricaltare. 
Coman, Katherine--Indastrial History of the United States 
New York. 1910. Macmillan 
A description of the change from self safficing in-
dastry to the faotory system. 
Franklin, Benjamin--Essays ~ Religioas and Moral sabjeots 
~ ill Economy .2! Life 
Edited by Jared Sparks. Boston. 1840. 
Hillary, Gray Company 
Interesting chiefly as coming from Franklin. May be 
read by stadents if available. 
Harshberger, J. W.--Maize 
Contribations from the Botanioal Laboratory, 
University of Pennsylvania. Vol. I, No.2, pp 76-202 
A biological history of maize. 
Hart, A. B.--Social ~ Eoonomic Foroes in ~erican History 
New York. 1913. Harper 
The faotors which broagh t abo at the change in the in-
dastrial system in the United States. 
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Myers, A. C.--Narratives of Early Pennsylvania, New Jersey 
and Deleware 
New York. 1912. Scribners 
Falfrey, J. G.--History of New ~l~nd 
Boston. 1859-64. Little, Brown 
A good description of conditions in the early New 
England colonies. 
F~rchas, Sam~e1--Eak1~yt~s Fosthwn~s 
Gl~sgow. 1905-07. Maclehose 
A description of the co~ntry by early American explorers. 
Smith, (Captain) John--A Description of New England 
Old So~th Leaflets. Vol. V 
Smlth's own story of life in the Virginia Cololy. 
Smedes, S~san Dabney--A So~thern Flanter 
, -
New York. 1892 
Life on a so~thern plantation at an early day. 
Tyler, L. G.--Narratives of Early Virginia 
New York. 1907. Scribners 
Title indicates contents. hl~ch good materi~l 
Weeden, W. B.--Economic and Social History of ~ ~l~nd 
Boston. 1891. Ho~ghton, Mifflin 
Economic and social condltions given in m~ch detail. 
The story of the Farmer 
seat ion VI 
The Rise of Commercial Farming in the United states 
Clear the brown path, to meet his coulter's glewm! 
La! on he comes behind his smoking team, 
With toil's bright dewdrops on his sunburnt brow, 
The lord of earth, the hero of the plow~ 
--Oliver Wendell Holmes. 
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The n!!! 2! Commercial Farmin6 in the United states 
The improvement in farm maohinery 
The development of farm machinery in the United 
states was one of the ohief oaQses of the rapid improvement 
in the condition of the farmer in this cOQntry. The Qse of 
machinery has enabled the farmer to work more with his brain 
and has decreased the amount of hard physioal labor vbich 
was at one time necessary. Up to aboQt 183Z the american 
farmer lived and farmed much as his father or grandfathers 
had lived and farmed in Europe. Of oourse he had greater 
freedom and greater advantages in the ownership of land. 
He was often obliged to contend with new and wild conditions 
whioh European farmers did not have to face. In ~ite of 
these things his way of farmihg was like that of his Eur-
opean ance2tors. His tools were those whioh had been in 
use in the old countries for hundreds of years. 
Early farm tools 
The plough was a cumbersome affair made of heavy 
wood with only an iron point on the share. Sometimes bits 
of scrap iron. old horseshoes and other odds and ends. were 
nailed to the moldboard. The harrow had wooden pegs for 
teeth. Often a brush drag was substituted for the harrow. 
Small grain was sown broadcast by hand and covered with a 
harrow. Corn was planted and oovered with a hoe. Grain was 
cut with a scythe and raked and bound by hand. Threshing 
was done with a flail or by driving oxen or horses Over the 
grain piled on a threshing floor. Oxen were chiefly used 
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as draft animals until the end of the Civil War. Hand labor 
was the rule. Little improvement in tools or methods of 
farming had taken place since the time of the ancient 
Romans and Egyptians. 
The improved plough 
About the year 1833 better farm machinery began 
to be made in this country~ The first plough with a steel 
moldboard was made by John Lane in that year. Before that 
time various attempts to improve the plough had been made. 
as early as 1797 Charles Newbold had made a cast iron plough, 
but farmers were afraid to use it because they thought that 
it would pOison the soil. Thomas Jefferson attempted to de-
sign a plough and worked out the principle by mathematics. 
Daniel Webster actually had an enormous plough made after 
his own plans for ploughing stump and brush land. In 1819 
Jethro Wood succeeded in making an iron plough with inter-
changeable parts. The great difficulty with this plough 
was that it would not scour, and so was not suitable for work-
ing the sticky soil of the prairies where farmers were then 
beginning to settle in large nwmbers. Lane's plough with the 
steel moldboard solved this difficulty. Later other im-
provements were added and the modern plough as the first 
piece of improved agriculturb.l machinery was put into the 
hands of the American farmer. 
Importance of the new plough 
It is diffioult to estimate the value to oivil-
ization of such an instrwment as the steel plough. Before 
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this ploagh was ased the earth had really only been scrat-
ched. It was very difficalt to make a ploagh that watld 
tarn over the soil and this was absolately necessary for the 
growlng of crops on the prairie sod. Floaghs that coald not 
be polished reqaired constant cleaning. Cast iron ploaghs 
and ploaghs with wooden moldboards did not hold an edge well 
and were dlffic~t to keep sharp. The early ploaghs were 
easily broken. The new steel ploagh coald be kept bIi ght. 
Work coald be done mach more rapidly. It did not re~ire so 
mach power to pall it through heavy soil. It turned the sod 
over readily and easily. Above all the new ploagh made poss-
ible the increased caltivation of the great prairies in the 
Mississippi Valley. 
The lmproved harrow 
Even after the ploagh was improved harrows were 
very crude. Drags of logs and brash were used to serve their 
parpose. Early harrows were V-shaped and set with wooden 
teeth. Later, iron splkes were set into the wooden frame 
of the V-shaped harrow. At first the teeth were set straight 
ap and down and there was no way to change their ~ngle. The 
steel frame harrow with zig-zag teeth was a decided improve-
ment over the old wooden frame, V-shaped harrow. It was not 
antil 1870 that the farm harrow with adjustable teeth came 
into ase. The improved harrow made possible the better pre-
paration of the seed bed which is so important a factor in 
the intensive cultivation that is being carried on to-day. 
Machinery for handling wheat 
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In the same year that the steel moldboard plo~gh was made, 
the first reaping machine was patented by Obed H~ssey. The 
following year Cyr~s McCormick patented his reaper. Before 
this time all gruin was c~t with the scythe and bo~d by 
hand. The only improvement in the harvesting of grain that 
had taken place in h~ndreds of years was the invention of 
the cradle. In the cradle the scythe blade was made longer 
and lighter, and reinforced by a bar along the back. The 
cradle consisted of a series of wooden fingers above and 
parallel to the blade. These fingers helped to keep the 
straw straight and left the grain in small b~ndles ~hlch 
co~ld be more easily gathered into sheaves by the bim ers 
who followed the mowers. This way of reaping was very slow 
and laborio~s. Grain often spoil.ed in the fi eld before it 
co~ld be cat. ~he amo~nt of grain that a farmer co~ld grow 
was limited by the amo~nt which co~ld be harvested. 
Even the first reaping machines were a great im-
provement over the old methods. These first reapers were 
horse drawn and the grain was c~t down by means of a blade 
very m~ch like that ~sed on modern reaping and mowing mach-
ines. A reel p~shed the grein back against the c~tting blade 
and over on a platform in the rear of the machine. A man 
with a rake followed the machine and raked the grain off 
the platform for other men to bind into b~ndles. Later an 
endless apron was added Which carried the grain to a small 
table at the back of the machine where two men stood and 
bo~nd it into b~ndles. Finally in 187~ the self-bind'er 
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which is common to-day was invented. With the first reap-
ers one man coald cut as mach grain as six men had been 
able to ca t wi th crl:l.dles. With the self-q1nder one man 
coald do as mach as eight men had been able to do wi1h the 
first reapers. 
other inventions were important in making the rais-
ing of grain profitable to the farmer. Threshing machines 
were ased in Scotland for nearly fifty years before they be-
came common in this country 1n 1840. The ro'ller mill was 
brought to America by Pillsbary and Washbarn of Minneapolis. 
Grain drills came into ase at aboat the same time as thresh-
ing machines. all these aided greatly in making the rais-
ing of wheat in large quantities profitable. 
The improvement in reaping machinery brought great 
changes to the growers of grain. Earlier they had been able 
to grow only as much grain as they were able to get m rvest-
ed by hand. Now there was almost no limit to the aIIlOllnt 
that co ald be harvested. Before the day of the reaper the 
average farmer raised only enough grain to make flour for 
his family. Now he co aId raise a surplas and have gm. in to 
sell. The reaper made possible the development of the great 
grain farms in the North and Northwest. By making the rais-
ing of grain in large quantities possible it made grain 
farming profitable and helped to make farming a business. 
Machinery for handling corn 
While all this improvement was being made in the 
machinery for handling wheat and the other small grains, 
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corn was still the most important grain crop. ~wo machines 
were invented that made the handling of the corn crop easier 
and more profitable. The corn cultivator with several shov-
els drawn by two horses was patented i~ 1856. The carn 
planter came into use just before the Civil War. These two 
machines were especially adapted to the prairie land of the 
states of what is known as the corn belt and made posoible 
a greatly increased acreage of corn. No very satisfactory 
corn harvesting machinery has yet been invented. 
Changes brought about by improved machinery 
The use of machinery on the farm brought a change 
in the powe~ used. Up to the time of the Civil War th e 
chief power used on the farm was man power and ox po~r. 
With improved agric~ltural machinery less man power per acre 
was needed. Machines were used in place of hands. It was 
also found that horses were better for use with machinery 
than oxen. The ox was too slow and so was replaoed by the 
horse. Horses became the chief source of power on the farm. 
Now these are being replaced in some pl aoes by engines of 
various kinds. 
The use of farm machinery spread rapidly and 
brought great changes everywhere exoept in the South. There 
the change has been very slow. The staple orop, cotton, 
lends itself readily to hand cultivation. Planters are 
afraid to entrust expensive machinery to negro laborers. The 
cotton gin)earl~ made cotton producing profitable in the 
South. Since then the adoption of other machinery has been 
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slow and much hand labor is still used. 
The great increase in the use of farm machinery 
made it possible for farmers to make use of the large areas 
of land which they had been able to acquire because of the 
liberal land laws of our national government. The soil could 
be better prepared and the crope better cultivated. This 
meant an increased yield per acre. Machinery made it poss-
ible for the farmer to produce a large surplus. He now had 
something to sell and he became a business m~n as well as a 
producer. 
The need for a better means of transportation 
The first American farmers settled along the riv-
ers near the ooast so that they could easily get their goods 
to market and be able to get supplies from without. Later 
farmers in searoh for good land were foroed inlund, back 
from the coast and away from the rivers. These were able 
to produoe enough for their families, but they were so shut 
off from markets that often they were unable to dispose of 
any surplus. Roads were poor. The distance from large 
towns was often great. No great quantity of produoe could 
be carried except by water. The increased quantities of 
produce made pos~ible to the farmer by the use of machinery 
was of no use to him unless he oould get it to market. 
The coming of the railroads 
The railroads solved this difficulty. The first 
railroads were built in the eastern part of this country in 
1830 and 1831. Because of the poor roads and the great dis-
tances to be covered the need for an adequate system of trans-
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portation at this time was very great, and railroads devel-
oped more rapidly in this country than in any other. By 
1853 railroads had reached Chic~go and by the next year one 
had reached the Mississippi River. At the time of the Civil 
War several lines had reached the Mississippi. In 1869 the 
Union Eacific completed its line across the american con-
tinent to San Francisco. The problem of getting farm pro-
duce to market was being rapid~y solved. During the Civil 
War the lower Mississippi was blocked and trade from the 
north was cut off. This threw the bulk of the trade to the 
east and west railway lines and greatly encouraged their 
development. 
The benefit of the railroad to the farmer 
Farm ma,chinery made prairie farming on a large 
scale possible. The railorad made it profitable by making 
it easy to get produce to market. But carrying goods to 
market was not the only way in which the ruilroad berB fited 
the farmer. It brought to him the prod~cts of other people. 
The farmer no longer made the most of the things Which he 
needed on the farm. He could not IDhke the complicated mach-
inery which was coming into use. lie was finding it more 
profitable to t~rn his attention to producing more raw mat-
eri&ls and to buy his cloth and shoes and tools ~rom munu-
facturers better equipped than he. These manufacturers 
made their products in large quantities und so produced them 
more cheaply than the farmer co~ld; and since they had better 
better equipment they turned out better shoes, clothmg and 
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tools than the farmer who made them at home. The railroad 
bro~ght these things to the farmer. 
The railroad tended to break ~p the isolation of 
the farmer. It helped to bring him in contact with people 
of other trades and other occ~pations. Before the ral. lroads 
came the farmer lived to himself. Roads were bad and towns 
were few. The farmer's trip to market was a mo.entoQs 
occasion. Other jo~rneys were few and far between, occ~ring 
perhaps once in a life time, perhaps not at all. 
A change came with the railroads. Many small 
towns grew ~p along the railways. The farmer coming here to 
trade met his neighbors. He became acq~ainted with the mer-
chants and tradesmen in the towns •. He often met folk from 
the oQtside world. The railroad broQght news. It b:roQght 
mail oftener than the farmer had been accQstomed to getting 
it. The farmer in the West COQld ~ke trips back East to 
visit his relatives. He co~ld get better f~rnit~re aad many 
li ttle l~x~r ies which it had been very diffic~ t for him to 
get before. He was able to live in better style. He was 
no longer cat off from the world. 
The opening of new markets 
At abo~t the same time that farm machinery and 
the railroads were helping the farmers to t~rn farming into 
a b~siness, new markets opened ~p which Vw ere to make thi s 
b~sinessmore profi table. When the early settlere moved 
inland from the coast they fOQnd the back cOQUtry more fer-
tile and mQch more easily farmed than the rocky New England 
soil. Later when the prairie reglons of the central states 
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~ett1ed the eastern farmers foand it more and more difficult 
to compete with the farmers farther west. 
The great harbors where the Earopean trade was cent-
ered were in the East. There were many small towns in New 
Englam. Small streams to furnish water power were numerous. 
The soil was too poor and rocky for very profitable ~rming. 
The eastern part of the United States became a manufaoturing 
and trading region. Great cities grew up. The people liv-
ing in this region needed raw materials to ran their faot-
ories. They did not raise enou.gh food to feed themsel vea. 
This made a great market for the produce of the farmers 
farther west. 
A similar industrial revolution had taken plaoe in 
England. The English nation had become a manufacturing and 
trading nation. England no longer raised enough food to 
sapply her people. The stringent corn laws limiting the im-
portation of grain were repealed and another great market 
for the food-stuffs raised by the American farmer was thrown 
open. England also furnished a great market for southern 
cotton. 
The effect on the settlement of the Mississippi Valley 
The increased demand for farm products, the devel-
opment of improved farm machinery, and the bu.ilding of the 
railroads were a great help to the farmers who settled the 
land of the MiSsissippi Valley and the country farther west. 
Before 1830 settlers had spread west to the Mississipp i und 
along the Missouri as far west as Kunsas City. Many settlere 
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came from the East by way of the Ohio River. Until the 
railroads were b~ilt and improved machinery came into use, 
these settlers lived the lives of pioneers on the frcntier. 
Just before the Civil War the farming population spread 
westward into Kansas and Nebraska and northward into north-
ern Illinoi s, Iowa, Minnesota and Vi isconsin. 
The early settlers in these regions had then ght 
that prairie land was not fit for farming. ~hey had sett-
led in the strips of woodland. along the streams. ThEf soon 
found that the prairie soil WaS as fertile and often more 
fertile than that covered with timber. When a plough suit-
able for turning the tough sod was made it was found that 
prairie land could be prepared for growing crops much more 
easily than ham which had to be cleared of timber. 
The homestead law 
During the Civil Wa.r the homestead law waspassed 
by Congress. This la.w provided that a settler could secure 
a quarter section (160 acres) of new land free from the 
government provided he lived on the land and farmed it for 
five years. Soldiers who had served in the Civil War were 
allowed to ded~ct their term of service in the army from 
the five years which the law required them to live upon tr...e 
land. The rs.ilro~ds had been granted large tracts of land 
by the government to encourage them in building new lines. 
They opened these lands for settlement at low prices and 
did much to encouruge farmers to settle in their terri tory. 
The Mississippi Valley was soon settled and this regmn 
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rapidly becume the gr~test farming co~ntry in the United 
states. Here the farmer found a soil and a climate where 
he could take advantage of the opport~nity offered by the 
eastern markets. 
The change in the farmer's way of living 
D~ring this period of rapid growth in o~r oo~ntry 
other changes came which were to rna terially aftect tba farm-
er's way of living. The cooking stove c~e into common ~se 
abo~t 1840. Before this time all food was cooked in the 
open fireplace. The only oven was the D~tch oven. The 
kettle was h~ng from a crane which co~ld be sw~ng over the 
open fire. Meat was roasted on a spit. Cooking was done 
m~ch as it had been done in the middle ages. The cooking 
stove meant as m~ch in labor saving to the farmer's ~ fe as 
the improved farm machinery meant to the farmer. Abcut 
this same time the sewing machine came into common ~se. 
This was another benefit to the women of the farm who still 
made most of the family's clothing, altho~gh m~ch of the 
weaving and spinnlng was done in the eastern faotories. 
Newspapers had become common. With the coming of 
the telegraph in 1835 news spread m~ch more rapidly. Mail 
servlce became better as rapidly as the railroads advanoed. 
The farmer bec~me a m~ch better informed man. He was no 
longer sh~t away from the rest of the people of the 00 ~ntry. 
Another factor in bringing the farmer into closer reJations 
with his neighbors was the rural telephone. This came m~ch 
later than the other inventions that have been mentioned. 
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The telephone was invented in 1880, b~t it was not ~ntil the 
patent expired in 1893 that telephone lines were b~ilt in 
r~ral coum~nities. This was another great improvement in 
living conditions for the women on .american farms who were 
more c~t off from their neighbors than their h~sbands who ex-
changed work and went oftener to town. 
The change in the American farmer from l8~0 to 1890 
was great. From being almost completely c~t off from the 
world he was bro~ght into close contact with world affairs. 
He changed from a pioneer frontiersman to the farmer of to-
day. His home changed from the one or t~o-roomed log cabin 
or sod ho~se to the neat cottage or large farmho~se of to-day. 
His ho~se became better to look at and .more comfortaa e to 
live in. Floors were covered with carpets. F~rnit~re of the 
r~de home-made sort was replaced by that from the f~Init~re 
faotory. The old fashioned fire-place began to disawear. 
The cooking stove came into ~se. O~tside m~ch of the work 
formerly done by. hand was done by Ill6.chinery. The c~ltivat-
ed fields were larger. The yield of crops per acre was larg-
er in spite of the fact that m~ch of the first fertility of 
the soil had been lost. The old ind~stries had gone from 
the farm. Spinning and weaving were no longer done at home. 
Shoes were made in faotories. Farm tools were bo~ght from 
an implement dealer. The farmer had become a b~siness man 
who produced and sold raw materials and bought manufactured 
products. The farmer sold his cattle and hogs to the packer, 
his grain to the grain dealer or miller and his wool to the 
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weaver. He boaght c~red meat. floar and cloth. These were 
no longer made at home and often not even in the neignbor-
hood of the farmer who pro~aced the r~w material. The farm-
er had become a trader as well as a prodacer. Farmirg hbd 
become a basinesa. 
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Other Reading for Boys and Girls 
abbott, c. C.--Outings at Odd Times 
New york. 1890. Appleton 
The old farm's woodpile. A charming picture of a bit 
of farm life on the old type of farm. 
Allen James Lane--The Bluegrass Region of Kentucky 
Hew york. 1900. Macmillan 
A Kentuckian's description of the famou~ bluegrass region. 
Atkinson, Eleanor--Jobnny Appleseed 
New York. 1916. Harpers 
A thrilling story of the settlement of the Ohio Valley. 
The queer cr~raoter of the man who scattered apple seed-
lings throughout the central states. 
Bailey, L. H.--Cyclopedia of American Agriculture 
New York. 1907-09. 1~acmil1an 
A history of American agriculture. Ch. II 
Bengston, U. A. and Griffith, Donee--The Wheat Industry 
New York. 1916. Macmillan 
The growth of the wheat industry in this country. 
Brooks, E. C.--Agriculture and Rural Life Day 
U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 19l~. No. ~ 
Vlashington. Government l?rinting Office. 
The effect of invention on agriculture. What American 
inventors have done for the farmers. 
Brooks, E. C.--The story of Corn 
Chicai; o •. / '//t.. Rand. McNally 
The agricultural development of the great central plains 
region and the influence of corn on its history. 
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Bryan, G. S--l?oems of COllnt.ry Life 
New York. 1916. Stllrgis and V/ali"on 
NllmerollS poems descriptive of the cOllntry life of this 
period. 
Bryant, w. C.--Lines ~ Revisiting the COll.lltry 
Bryant, W. C.--The Plantij..lg of the Apple iree 
Carlton, J!'. T.--The Glowth and Management of American 
.agrIcu.ltu.re 
annals of American ~cademy of role and Sou. Se. 190~. 
A brief hIstory of american farming. 
Carpenter, F. G.--How the World is Clothed 
New York. 1908. American Book Company 
The change from the home manllfaotllre of cloth to the 
faotory system. 
Carver, ~. N.--l?rinciples of Rllral Economics 
Boston. 1911. Ginn 
A brief reada~le history of agrluu.ltllre in the United 
States. 
Cooper, J. F.--~ l?rairle 
New York. 1876. HOllghton, Mifflin 
A description of pioneer life on the American prairies. 
Edgar, W. C.--The story of a Grain of Wheat 
New York. 1904. Appleton 
~he growth of the wheat indllstry in this cOllntry. 
Emerson, Ralph Waldo-- ~be Agricllltllre of Massachllsetts 
l?apers from the Dial. Works Vol. 12 
New York. 1891-1892. HOllghton, Mifflin 
A description of Massachllsetts agricllltllre in Emerson's 
time. 
Field, Ellgene--~he Old Homestead 
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Writings. Vol. IX. New York. 1911. Scribners 
Forllian, S. E.--The Story of Usei"lll Inventions 
New York. 1916. Centllry 
The st ory 0 f the plow, the reaper and th e mi 11. 
Good piotllres. 
Foster, S. C.--Mz Old KentllCkY~, Old Folks at Home 
Songs familiar to every American. 
Frost, Robert--.l:~orth of Boston 
London. 1910. D. Illltt 
Pictllres of New England farm life. 
Garland, Hamlin--Boy Life 2a the Prairie 
New York. 1906. Macmillan 
A description of farm life on the new prairies. A 
real boyls oook. 
Hay, John--!h! Prairie 
Poems. Boston. 191~. HOllghton, Mifflin 
A poem desoribing the beallty of the prairies. 
Moore, J. R. li.--Industrial History of the american People 
New York. 1914. Macmillan 
The development of agriollltllre in the United States. 
Mllir, John~-~ Story £! ~ Boyhood and Youth 
hoston. 191~. HOllghtOll, Mifflin 
A desoription of life on a Minnesota farm in an early 
day. 
Parton, James--Captains of Indllstry 
Boston. 1884-91. HOllghton, Mifflin 
Andrew Jaokson, farmer. 
Piatt, J. J.--The Mower An ~ 
The American Anthology. ~p ~~9 ff 
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A harvest scene in Ohio daring the Civil War. 
Piercy, W. D.--Great Inventions and Discoveries 
New York. 1911. C. E. Merrill 
~he story of the reaper 
Riley, J. W.--Green Fields and Ranning Brooks 
Indianapolis. 1~92. Merrill 
Poems of the coantry 
Sanford, A. H.--!!!.! Story £! Agricaltare in the United states 
Boston. 1916. Heath 
The only complete history of agricaltare in this ~oant­
ry saitab1e for the reading of boys and girls 
Wilkinson, J. H.--.l'ractical Agricaltare 
New York. 1909. American Book Company 
A brief history of agr1caltare. 
Whittier, J. ~.--The Barefoot Boy 
Snowboand 
The Farupkln 
The Ha:::!king 
~he Homestead 
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So~rce Material Suitable for Adult Reading 
Bogart, E. L.--Economic History of the United States 
New York. 1907. Longmans Green 
Coman, Ka therine--Industrial History of the Uni ted sta tes 
New York. 1910. fuacmillan 
J Donlinger, P. :i. --1'he Hook of Vlhes. t 
1\ 
New York. 1908. Orange, Judd 
Smalley, E. V.--The Isolation of Life ~ the Prairie Farms 
Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 72. Pp 378 ff 
Smedes, Susan Dabney--A Southern ~lanter 
New York. 1892. J. J. Little 
The Story of the Farmer 
Seotion VII 
The Opportllni ty of the American ]'armer 
"We were iOllllded as a nation of farmers, and in spite 
of the great growth of Ollr indllstrial life it still 
rewains trlle that ollr whole system rests Ilpon the fa rill , 
that the welfare of the whole cOmtnllrll t.y depends Ilro n 
the welfare of the farmer. The strengthening of 00 Ilnt-
ry life is the strengtheni.llg of the whole nation. n 
~heodore Roosevelt 
.. 
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The Opportllnity of the American l!'armer 
The opportllni ty of the Ailierican farmer for lam ownership 
No 0 th er fa.rmer in the world is so well off as 
the American farmer. ~he Aroerican farmer · owns his own farm, 
and a good sized farm it is. Nearly two thirds (6270) of the 
farmers in the Unl ted States own the farms Ilpon which they 
live.* The average size of an American fal~ is 145 acres. 
In England most of the land is owned by large proprietors 
who do not live Ilpontheir farms. Under sllch a systEm as 
this the average size of British farms is only sixty acres. 
In France most of the land is owned by peasant farmers who 
live on small holdin~s. These farms average twenty acres 
in size •. FOllr-fifths of the farms in the Rhine Valley in 
Germany contain less than twelve and one-half acres. Every-
where except in the United States and some of the newer 
farming cOllntries like Cunada and SOllth Aitica the farlliers 
ei ther live Ilpon farUls -uare1y large eno I1gh to provide a 
living or rent land from a landlord who owns many more acres 
of land than he can Inarl8ge hilliself. Only in the Un! ted 
States do the majority of farmers own farms large enollgh 
to fll:rnish a comfortau1e living. 
American farm methods conpared with those of other c~ntrles 
Ollr farmers in this co I1ntry are a-ble to get a larg-
er retllrn for the work which i,hey do than the farmers of 
other cOllntries. This is largely dlle to the wider Ilse of 
machinery in America. In addition to this fact more animal 
* United States CenB~S Report. 1910. 
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labor is nsed in the United States than in the conntn es of 
the old world. Improved farm machinery is costly and the 
small farmers 0 f Ellrope can no t invest large SlllllS in machin-
ery for Ilse on small fal~S. ~hey follow an intensive farm-
ing sys tem where most of the labor is done 'by hand. They 
own bllt few work animals. In Rllssia, France, Ireland or 
China it takes a comparatively rich man to own a team of 
horses or a yoke of oxen. In France the peasant farmers 
often combine their oxen to make a plollgh team. Unly on the 
larger estates of these cOlllltlres is the farm work done 
with improved farm machinery and then the landlord reaps the 
profit. 
In the older cOllntries of the world farming methods 
are changing very slowly. lvillCh .hand lauor is still 12 rform-
ed as it was a hllndred years ago. In the v Ineyards al ong 
the Rhine and in :h"rance and Italy digging and clll ti Vti.t ing 
are done wi th the spade. ~he scythe is yet largely us ed for 
mowing and reb.ping in all the conntr ies of Enrope. In many 
places grain is still threshed by treading on a threth ing 
floor or by beating with a flail. In Japan and China pract-
ically all farm operations are done by hand. American farm 
machitiery is being introunced into these cOlllltries, tnt 
many of the farmers are too poor to bny machinery. ~hey 
have no horses to pllll he~vy machiues and their farms are too 
small to permit them to Ilse machinery profita'bly. 
In the United States the cost of producing a bllsh-
el of corn has been redn~ed by two-thirds in the last fifty 
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years. The cost of produoing other crops has been reduced 
in similar proportion. On the f~rms of Russia, Germany, 
Italy, France, J~pan, China and India where expensive hand 
labor is used, the cost of production has not been renuoed. 
The farmers of these countries can not make so large a pro-
fit on their labor as the American farmer oan. 
1l0re labor is saved by machines in reaping and 
planting. In the United States one man with improved tools 
can do as much work as three or four European peasants or 
Chinese coolies with their crude machinery. With an old-
fashioned scythe one man co illd by hard labor mow an acre and 
a half of grass in one day. ~o-day a man can ride llpon the 
seat of a modern horse-drawn mowing machine and cllt ufteen 
acres of grass in one day. 
In Americ~ nearly every farmer owns a team of 
horses even if he is a tenant and owns no land. lie has, at 
least, one cow, some pigs and a few chickens. In Rllssia 
and ,1!'rance and Great Britain there are thousands of :fa rmers 
who do not own even a cow. In Grea. t Britain the large land 
owners o~un most of the stock. In Fr~nce the sb.DlII farmers 
often combine their cattle in order to make a team for plOW-
ing and hauling. In parts of RUSSia hens are too vb.luable 
for the small farmer to eat exoept at christmas and Easter. 
Goats are kept for milK in many Euro})ean countries, espec-
ially in Italy, France and Switzerland. In Japan and China 
chickens and dueks make up the greater part of the livestock 
of the farmers. 
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The ease wi th which American farmers can reach a market 
Most American farmers have li ttle trou.ille in gett-
ing their produ.ce to market even if that market is in a dis-
tant ci ty. :L1he farmer in tile United states has the advant-
age of the test freight service ~nd the most extensive r&il-
road system in the world. Comparatively few farmers in this 
cou.ntry are far from a railway station. Refigerator cars 
take care of perishable produ.ce. A farmer can raise oranges 
in California and ship them to New York. He can grow peach-
es in Georgia and find a rr~rket for them in Minneapolis. ~he 
market of Lhe Amer~can farmer is pr~ctically u.luimited. So 
also is his choice of crops. 
In Ru.ssia a peasant is fortu.nate who lives within 
easy hauling clistance of a railway station. ~here are only 
1.8 miles of railways per 100 sqllare miles in Eu.l'opean 
Ru.ssia and only ~.4 miles for each 10,000 inhabitants. ~he 
United States has 6.4 miles of railways per 100 sqllare miles 
and 26.8 miles for each 10,000 inhabitants. l!'rance ms 7.6 
miles for each 10,000 people. ~reat Britain 5.6 miles and 
Germany 6.4 miles for the same nu.mber.· ~he Chinese farmer 
has a very limited market since there are very few railroads 
in that couu try. Most Ellropean far'mers htl.ve one acivWl tage 
over the American farmer in the mai,;ter of transportati Oll. 
Ellropean wagon roads with the exception of those of l\llssia 
are 1etter than most American roads. Chinese roacis are very 
poor as are wost of ~he roads in Asia. 
* New Internation Bncy~lopeciia.Railways. 
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The living conditions of the American farmer c;olllpared with 
those of other uoantries. 
The average farmer in the United s~~tes has a 
better home than the farmer in other IB.llds. }1ew farmers 
in this coantry live in hoases of only one room. Most of 
oar farm homes have chimneys and windows. 1lany of the 
small farmers in Italy, Rassia and l!'rance live in one room 
hoases which they oft en share with their meager sapply of 
live-stock. Often earth is the only floor of these homes. 
In Rassia m~ny peasant homes have no chiwneys and the smoke 
escapes throagh the door or a hole in the roof. :Blew 0 f the 
farm hOllies of the large landed proprietors in Earope have 
such conveniences as running water, furnace heat and light-
ing systems. ~hese conveniences are coming into general use 
in the better class of farm homes in our ovvn (;oantry. 
In social life and dtiily contact with his neighbor 
th e ftirroer of 0 t.her lailiis seems to htive the advantage over 
the one in this cowitry. The farmers in most cOQOtries in 
Earope live in villages rather than upon isolated fbrms. Co-
operative nork is the rule. ~.he smallness of the farm brings 
\;he 'workers of the land into closer daily contact,e American 
iarl11ers live on larger farms and at greater distances from 
their neighbors. ~he American farmer lives upon the plece 
of laud which he works ius tead of in a village and so is 
more or less isolated from his neighbors. ~he farmers of 
the United states, however, have the telephone. They hove 
more horses and now-a-days more aatomobiles to drive than 
their Earopean nelghLors. ~hey IDbke more freqaent tI'ips to 
THE PERRY PICTURES. 888. B. 
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the larger towns than the ELll'Opean farmers. :i:hey are not so 
provincial. On the other hand they have not the trLle rLlral 
life of the village farmer in ELlrope. 
The social position of -the American farmer 
The American farmer is liO t a peaSa.Llt. he is a 
fllll-tledged ci tizen wi th as. many rights 1 efore the law and 
social cLlstom as the largest land-owner or merchant p:rince. 
He is not uOllnd to manual labor dLlring all his days jLlSt oe-
callse he is a farmer. If he has ability he may hope with 
some aSSllrance to one day own a farm for hi!liself. l!lor ex-
ample, in Illinois in 1900 approximately 7b7~ of the mrmers 
Llnder 2G years of age re.i..lted their far!.l1s, while less than 
25% of the farmers over 50 years of age were tenants. '" In 
old world co 1l.Lltl"ies land does not change hands by sale near-
ly so often as in the United states. Most land passes by 
inheritance into the hands of the neAt generation. lio"wever, 
condi tio us are imp::coviug. ~he l!'rench, G-ermb.n and Rllssian 
governments lu:l.ve provided for loans to farmers who wish to 
pllrchase land. So far this has benefited principally the 
larger holders with considerable capital and has not reached 
to any great extent the small tenant \,ho wishes to become 
a peasant proprietor. It is still easier for a young man 
of little means to aCy'llire land in Lhe united states tllB.lJ. in 
most other cOilntries. 
In this cOLlntry a ma.u's 1.:30cial position is deter- :;, 
mined largely by the qllalities of the man himself and not by 
* Hllnt, ~. F. ~he YOllug Farmer 
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his b~siness. The mere inheritance of an estate does not 
ins~re him the respect of other people. The fact that he 
is a farmer and a tiller of the soil does not bring down up-
on him the conteI!ll.1t of other men. In older co wJ.tries the 
landed proprietor is looked Ilpon wi th respect. :.i.:he small 
farmer is a peasant and therefore an object of contempt. 
Who knows of a peasant who has become a peer of 
Engla,lld.? How many peasant farmers have oecome dep~ties of 
France? In the United states there were ten farmers in ihe 
senate of the Sixty-fo~rth Congress. There were sixteen 
farmers in the Ho~se of Representatives. Ove~ one-hs.l~ the 
members of bo th ho~ses were reared on the farm.* ~.he farm-
er vote is earnestly so~ght after in all elections. Candi-
dates recogJJize tbat the vote of the farmer is a potent fb.ct-
or in american elections. 
The infl~ence of the .amel'ic~n farmer in governmental affairs 
The infl~ence of the American farmer in govern-
mental affairs is considerable. Wi tness the large s~s spent 
by the national and state governments for agri~~ltural ed-
Ilcation. The good roads movewent of reoent years is another 
evidence of the infl~ence of the farmer in this cOllntry. In 
general. tlle farLllers of the United States get the laws which 
they want alid need. This is llOt so tr~e of any other cO~lltry 
in the world. The farmer's vote is a big factor in deciding 
all national iss~es. One-third of all the people en~ged in / 
./ 
gainful occ~pations in the United'States are farmers. In no 
other cO\llltry does the rural population have so great a voice 
* Directory of 64th Congress 
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in deciding national issaes. 
Opportuni ty for impl'ovement 
,l!'arlilers in the Uni ted. States have a greatier oPllort-
llni ty for edllca tlon and sell-improver..eJ.J.t than tIle farmers of 
most other lana.s. '..'he United. State:;) government spends more 
money for the edllcatlon of its farmers and tLeir improvemeut 
than hOY otlier goveriwent in the world. In ~d.d.ition each 
state in the Union makes appropriations for agricaltural ed-
uuation. The sixty-seven state institutions for edumting 
the farmers of the cOllntry receive a total annual inoome from 
state and natiun 01 ;P2fJ,9u'l,l~U.4b.· 
These Sixty-seven instltuti0lls have li,OOO stud-
ents. J!l orty of them .Lave short wiiLter coarses Whluh reach 
the people who can not leave their farms for a longer period 
or can not afford a full college course. ~here are seventeen 
schools offerlng agricllltllral edllcation for negroes. Nearly 
all the normal schools in this country give instruction to 
teachers of agriculture. There are 18UO high schools givlng 
instruction in agriculture to 37,UOO students. Agrirulture 
is taught in most of the rural schuols throughout the cOll.utiry. 
Recently the Smith-Hllghes act, passed by Gon6ress 
in 1917, has been put into effect. ~y the provisions of 
this bill national and state ald is given for the payment of 
teachers of agricultare, domestic arts and otber indastrial 
subjects in paolic high schuols. ~he total appropriation 
for edacation in agricaltare for the year .ending June 30, 1918 
* New International Kncyclopedia 
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was ,pbOO, 000. :i:hi s is Lo be iucreased by $200,000. each 
year ~ntil 1926 when the yearly appropriation will reach 
$3,000,000. after tr£t ~,OOO,OOO. will be appropri& ed 
each year by Congress for the payment of the salaries of 
teachers of agric~lt~re in p~blic schools below college 
grade. Each state is to have an amo~t determined by the 
proportion of its r~ral pop~lation to the total pop~1ation 
of the Unl ted states. lio state is to receive less than 
$0000. In order to receive this aid from the federal govern-
ment each sttl.te m~st provide an eq~al amo~nt for the payment 
of teachers' salaries. Other expenses are to be paid by the 
states or local comm~nities or both. 
In every state there is an experiment station 
Which f~rnishes free information abo~t improved methoos of 
farming to the people of the state. ~he United States De-
partment of Agricult~re p~blishes b~lletins which are avail-
able for the ~se of every farmer. ~he state colleges and 
experiment stations thro~ghtheir extension departments send 
men allover the co~ntry who give lectures and demonstrations 
for farwers. ~here are puulished at very low subscription 
rates cO~lltless agricult~ral jo~rnals, deallr~ with every 
phase of farming. ~he r~ral free delivery brings these to 
the farmer's door. ~ost newspapers contain good advice for 
farmers. No farmer in America lacks the means for improve-
ment. 
In Great britain there are twenty agric~ltural 
schools. 'j,'he government apyropriates ~l~u,OOO. for these 

l.Lb 
schools and .;puO ,000. for advisory and extension work. '.,L'he 
schools of ~reat Dritain uo not reach the mass of farmers 
as do those of the Uni ted States. '.,L'he common schools do not 
attempt instr~ction in agric~lture. ~he people are not so 
interested in learning better ways of farming. Unless a 
man has a farm of his own he does not greatly care alJo~t 
learniug to farm better. 
In Germany there are seven ~niversities, five high-
er schools aln eighteen intermediate schools giving instruct-
ion in farming. here as in most E~ropean countries the small 
farmer who owns his own farm or the l "aborer wi shillg to own a 
farm is not likely to be reached by the schools. 
~he most remarkable example of agricultural ed-
~cati0n in Europe is found in Del.lIDark. In this cOlll1try there 
is a thoro~gh system of instr~ction given in the high schools. 
~he remarkaole dairying bUsiness of DellIIlB.rk has been t uil t 
up by the schouls and the co-opera ti ve soci e t.i es. DEn mark 
has pro"bably the most efficieut system for training :Iii rmers 
in the world. ~ost of this training is, however, confined 
to dairying. 
~he Asiatic countries do very little for the im-
provement of farmiug. ~he great number of farmers living on 
very small farms in these co~ntries is hard to reach. ~he 
backward governments of these countries have not so far a-
wakened to the neeus 0 f l..heir farmers, 'vvho still live and. 
work their land in much the same way that their ancestors 
did severa.l hundred years ago. 
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In the United SLates some kind of agricu.ltLlral 
e~Llcation is within the reach of every man. In our cOLlntry 
the farmer is not handicapped by a lack of opport~nity to 
learn better ways of carrying on his daily activities. 
~he importance of the AmerIcan farmer has been 
emphasized as never before d~ring the present war. .Anotber 
-to 
opportLlni ty, that of service, has been added thuse w1i ch he 
" already possessed. '."he Oliher wewuers of society are coml.u.g 
to realize their dependence Llpon the farmer. J.:he well. 
known war slogan of ITfight, farm or finance" expresses 
well the position of the american farmer to-day. 
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other Reading for Boys and Girls 
Bailey, L. H.--The Outlook to Nature 
-- -
New York. 1906. Macmillan 
~he advantages of (;ountry life. The country versus 
the city. 
Hailey, L. H.--The Holy Earth 
New York. 19lti. Scribners 
An appreciation of rural life. 
Bailey, L. H.--Cyclopedia of American agric:;ulture 
New york. 1907-09. 1iacmillan 
a description of american farm conditions in Vol. IV 
Bailey, L. H.--The Country Life Movement 
New York. 1911. Macmillan 
A sane treatment of the modern "baok to the land move-
ment" in America. 
Bailey, L. H.--The Stb.t e ~ the Farmer 
New York. 1908. Macmillan 
A very reacial...leuook 011 the relations of the farmer to 
the state. 
Bailey, L. H.--Wind and Weather 
New York. 1916. Scribners 
verse,descriptlve of nature and farm life. 
Baker, Ray Stannard--Adventures in Contentment 
New York. 1907. Doubleday Page 
Essays on the contentment of rural life. 
Bogart, .i,:;. L.--EconOiuic History of the Uniteci States 
New York. 1907. Longmans, ~reen 
~roohner, J.--Danish Life in ~ and Country 
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New York. 190~. ~utnam 
A description of rural conditions in a very progress-
ive agricultural country. 
~rooks, E. C.--The Story of ~ 
Chicago. 1916. Rand rucNal1y 
~'he recent agricultural developll1ent of the Uni ted States 
as it has been a~~ected by the raising of corn. 
~ryan, G. S.--roems of Country Life 
New York. 1916. Sturgis Walton 
~he best and most extensive collection of farm poetry. 
Burton, Richard--Litt1e Essays ill Literature and Life 
Hew York. 1914. Century 
Owning the earth. ~he satisfaction that comes with the 
possession of a bit of land. 
Carpenter, R. C.--How the World is Clothed 
New York. 1908 • .AmeriCtLll Book Company 
Row the fiber crops are grown. 
Carpenter, F. C.--Geographica1 Readers 
New York. American Book Company 
A description of the farm.i.ng b.lld the life of the farm-
ers of the various countI'ies. 
Carver, 'j;. N.--l:'rinciples & hurb.l 4cQnomics 
boston. 1910. Houghton, Mifflin 
a discussion of the problems of the American farmer. 
Collins, ~. B.--The New Agriculture 
Hew York. 1906. hiUllI! ana. Company 
a reauaule book on the improvements of farming in the 
United States. 
Clark, l!'rancis E.--Old Romes of Hew Americana 
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Boston. 191~. Honghton, Mifflin 
Country life in bohemia 
Coman, Katherine--Industrial history of the United States 
New York. 1910. 1~acmilll;l.n 
Curtler, W. H. R. --A Shor tHis tOl'Y 0 l' Eng Ii sh Agricul ture 
Oxford. 1909. Clarendon ?ress 
Modern agricultural conditions in England. Chapter 21 
London. 1906. MacDougal 
.A very entertaining description of rura.l life in l!'rance. 
Gordon, Lina Duff--Home Life in Italy 
Hew York. 1908. Macmillan 
A rebdable book for toys and gIrls. Rural life in Itl;l.ly. 
Harwood,li. S.--~he Hew Earth 
New York. 1906. Maomillan 
The new agricultural era in the United States. 
Hunt, 1. F.--The Young Farmer 
New York. 1912. Orange, Judd 
Means of acquiring land for the young man. Opportunit-
ies in,agriculture. Laws of benefit to the farmer. 
Johnson, Clifton--Highways and Byways of ~ ~reat Lakes 
Uew York. 1911. 1lacml11an 
A good description of the farms about Rochester. 
Wisconsin farms. 
Johnson, Clifton--Righways and Byways of ~ Mi~sisslpvi 
Valley 
New York. 1906. Macmill&n 
Some excellent chapters on farm life and conditions 
in the Mississippi Valley. 
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Johnson, Clifton--Highways and Eyways of ~he Rocky MOQntalns 
New York. 1910. Macmillan 
Spring on th e farm in Nebraska. ]i'arms in ~he heart of 
the Rockies. Days on a i·~·yol.lling farlJ.l. DakottL farws. 
King, F. H.--l!'arrners of Forty Centuries 
Madison, ·\:isconsin. 1911. Mr's. F. H. King 
AgricQlt ure in China and Japan. :Many illQstrations. 
Lloyn, Arthur--Everyday Jap~n 
Lonnon. 1911. Cassell 
Japanese agricult~re and rQral life. 
Morris, Charles--Horue Life in All Lands 
Ehiladelphia. 1907-09. Li~pincott 
Farming in savage lands 
Eerkins, a. J.--Agriculture in Other Lands 
Adelaide. 19l~ 
AgrioultQre in Greece, Egypt, ~urkey, Great Britain, 
France, S~ain, and ~ullis. ?rimitive agrlcultural in-
strwJlents in Qse in some of these countries. Good 
pho tographs. 
El'othero, R. E. --The Eleasttnt Land 0 f ]'rance 
New York. 1908. E. E. Dutton 
A detailed description of French Farmlng. 
?ressy, Eark--A Vocational Reader 
Chicago. 1916. Rand 1icNally 
Stories of farm life. 
Prothero, H. E.--English :I!',rmlng rast and ?resent 
London. 191~. LOllgu~ns 
A description of farm conditIons in England from 1874-
19l~. 
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Rappoport, A. S.--Eorue ~ in Russia 
New York. 1913. Macmill~n 
A description of rural life in different regions in 
Rtlssia. 
Redway, .J. W.--Commercial Geography 
New York. 1904. Redway 
The growing of the variotls staple crops in different 
parts 0 f the world. 
Report of the Country ~ Commission 
New York. 1911. Sttlrgis and Walton 
~he report of the country life commisoion on agricult-
tlra1 conditions in the United states. 
Roberts, I. P.--The Autouiography of ~ ]'arm Boy 
Albany. 1916. J. B. Lyon 
The improvement in agricalttlre since the Civil War. 
Sanford, A. H.--The Story of Agriculture in the United States 
Boston~ 1916. Heath 
ihe story of the wonderftll advance in agriculttlre in 
this country in the last fifty years. 
St~ens, ~. W.--Glimpses of ~hree Nations /\. 
Hew York. 1900. Dodd 
A German fal'm. 
Wallace, D. M.--Russia 
New York. 1~04. Holt 
Materib.l on agricultural condiliiollS in ntlssia. 
Wiley, H. Vi .--':i:he ~ of the Ltind 
New York. 191~. Centtlry 
Some excellent chapters on American farm conditions. 
WIlkinson, J. ~.--Practical Agriculture 
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New York. 1909. American Eook Comp~ny 
COllutl"Y life ttnd farming. Chapter I 
Williams. H. S.--Lilther .bllr-bank 
New York. 191~. Hearst 
An inspiring story of the wonders accomplished by the 
plant wizard. 
WhitsOll. J. t Johnn, R •• and Williams, H. S.--Liltber bllrbank 
New York. 1914-1915. Luther Bllrbank Eress 
The life of Burbank. Vo11lwe VIl 
Source 11ateria1 Silitable for .Adll1t Reading 
Collier. ?rice--Eng1and and the English 
NeVI York. 191~. Scribners 
Kravehinskii. S. M.--The Rllssian ~easantry 
NeVI York. 190b. t. P. Dutton 
Masterman, C. ,b'. C.--J:'be Condi tion of England 
London. 1909. Methuen 
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Note: ~ooks marked with an asterisk (*) are for 
part not included in the lists at the close of each 
:;:hese form a selected bibliography of farm liter-
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'J:he following collections of literature and poetry 
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.Andrews, C. M. :.i:he Old English hlanor 
Baltimore. 1892. John hopkins Press 
Arnason, Jon--Icelandic Legends 
Volume II. Pp 806-809 
~ Aristophanes--A Rainy Day on the Farm 
i'he Harvest 
Library of the iiorld. I s best 1,i teratllre. 
Volume 11. P 778 
Ashley, W. J .--'l.;he ~nglish ~conomic History and ':i:heory 
London. 1892-1894. LOl~mans, Green 
* atkinson, ~leanor--Johnny ~ppleseed 
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New York. 1916. Harper 
Balley, L. H.--The Country Life Movement 
New York. 1911. Macmillan 
Bailey, L. H.--Cyclopedia of american Agriculture 
New York. 1907-1,)09. Macmillan 
Bailey, L. B.--The Evolution of Our I~tive Fruits 
New York. lb9~. Macmillan 
*Balley, L. R.--The Holy Earth 
New York. 19lb. Scri1ners 
". ]a 11 e y, L. H. - - The 0 utI 0 0 k to Ha t ur e 
New York. 190:..,. llia(;willan 
Bailey, L. H.--The State and the l!'armer 
---- ---- ----
New York. 1908. Ma~willan 
". Bailey, L. H.--Wind and Vleather 
New York. 1910. Scribners 
'fbaker, Ray Starmara.--Adventllres in ContentLlent 
New York. 1907. Doubleday, ?age 
Ballard, Aaolphus--The Dvmesd~y Inquest 
London. 1906. methuen ~nd COIHpc.ny 
~ Barnes, William--Milkin' Time 
Library 0 f World' B Bes t Li I"erb. t ure. Vol urne III. l? 
1507 
Ba tesoIl, ~18ry--Medlaeval England 
New York. 1904. ?utnaw 
bogart, .b;. L.--Econoltlic history of lli. United Stat.es 
New York. 1907. Longill8ns, ~reen 
*Boyle, Sarah, R.--The Voice in the l.i-I'ass 
.AWericall Anthology. 1: 199 
Brtlchner, J .--Danish Life in '.i:own and COllntry 
New York. 190~. Plltnam 
Brooks. E. C.--The Story of Corn 
C.hicago. 1916. Rand blcUal1y 
Brooks. ~. C.--The Story of Cotton 
Chicago. 1911. Rand McNally 
Brown. Edward--The Races of Domestic }ollltry 
London. 1906. E. arnold 
.Brllce • .8.. P.--Economic History of Virginia 
New York. 1892. Macmillan 
*Bryan, G. S.--Poems of COllntry Life 
New York. 1916. Stllrgis and "Iiaifton 
*Bryant. ':I . C.--The Planting of the Apple ~ree 
Lines £Q Revisiting the Country 
New York. 189b. appleton 
B[cher. Carl--InQllstrial Evolution 
New York. 1901. holt 
bllrdick. 1... D. --Folklore of .tigr icul t ure. IVlagi c and HllSbandry 
New York. 1906. Otseningo .illblishing Company 
.i:iurkett. C. ~i.--Ollr Domestic Animals 
Boston. 1907. Ginn 
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boston, 1892. HOllghton kifflin 
~Hurton, Richard--Little Essays in Literatllre and Life 
New York. 1914. Centu.ry 
Carlton, £. '..:.--:;:he lj-rowth and hlanagement of .American 
b.gricu.ltllre 
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Annals of American Academy of Political and Social 
Science. 1903. Vol. 22, No.3, .Pp 491 ff 
Carpenter, ]'. G.--HOw the Vlorld is Clothed 
Hew :lork. 1908. American :dook Company 
Carpenter, l!'. C.--Geographical Readers 
New York. american ~ook Company 
Carver, F. U.--Principles of Rural Economics 
Boston. 1911. Ginn 
*Cwvein,. M.--The RainboW 
American Anthology. E.709 
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Done into English by a Virginia l!'armer. 
New York. 191~. Macmillan 
Clark, l!'rancis E.--Old Homes of New Americb.ns 
Boston. 191~. HOllghton, Mifflin 
*Clemens, S. L. (Mark Twain) Sketcbes 
New York. 1900. Harper 
*Cheney, J. V.--The Man with the hoe 
American AnLhology. 2.b8ti 
Collier, Frice--England and the English 
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Collins, J. B.--The New AgriclllLure 
New York. 1906. ~unn and Compuny 
Comb.n, Ka. ther Ine-- In<J.ll.s 1,1'1&1 Hls tory of the Uni ted Stat es 
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Cook, A. S. and ~inker,~. B.--TranslatiollS ~ Bnglish £oetry 
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Cooper, J. Fenirnore--The Prairie 
New York. 1876. Hough ton Mifflin 
*Crabbe, George--The Gentlemen ]'armer 
Cambridge. 1900-1907. University l'ress 
Cllnnl.ngham, \>I.--The Growth of English Industry and. Commerce 
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Cambridge. 1890. University Press 
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Sargent, J!' . H.--Corn Plb.nts 
Boston. le99. Houghton Mifflin 
*Scudder, H. E. --The Book of :b'ables and ],i'o lk S tori es 
HoeLon. 1906. HoughLon Mifflin 
Scott, Sir Waltier--Ivanhoe 
New York. 1906. E. P. Dutton 
Seebohm. b'reder ick--:rhe Ent$lish Village COIDl .• uni ty 
London. 1890. Longmans. Green 
Shaler. N. S.--Domesticated imim~ls 
. New York. l89£> 
*Showerwan. Grant--~i'he Wheat Harvest 
Century Maga~lne. august. 1916 
Skinner. C. M.--Myths ~.1lU. Legends of ]'lowers. Trees. Frul ts 
and Plants 
London. 1911. Lippincott 
Smalley, E. V.--The Isolation of Life ~ the £rairie Farms 
Atlb.1Hic Monthly. Volume 72. 1:. ~78 
Smedes. Sus~n Dabny--A Southern Planter 
14 
New York. 1892 't!t ~ 
Smith, (Captain) John--A Description of ~ England 
Old South Leaflets. Volwme 5 
Snell, T. J.--The Customs of Old England · 
New York. 1311. Scribners 
*Street, A. B.--The Settler 
American Anthology. P. I'll 
*Thoreau, ~. D.--Excursiolls 
Boston. l894-189b. Houghton Mifflin 
Tacitus, Cornelius--Germania 
Oxford Translation 
London 1889-1910. Bohn 
Thurston, H. W.--Economics and Industrial History 
Chicago, 189';;1. Scott, ,bloresman 
*Tlmrod, Henry--The Cotton ~ 
American Anthology. Pp. ~14-D1b 
Trail, H. D.--Soci~l England 
London. 1902. Cassell ~nd Company 
~ull, Jethro--Horse Hoeing Husbandry 
London. 1822 
*Tusser, I~homas--l!'lve Hundred ,iJolnts of Good Husbandry 
London. 1812. Lacklngton, Allen and Company 
Tyler, L. G.--Narratlves of Early V~rginia 
New York. 1907. Scrl·bners 
*Varro, M. F.--Rerum Rusticarum 
Tran. Lloyd StowBest 
London. 1912. Hahn 
If> 
*Verglllus, Mara, Publlus--EcoJ.ogues and Georgics 
Translated into English verse by ~. C. Williams 
Cambridge. 1915. University l'ress 
Vinogradoff, }. G.--English Society in the ~leventh Century 
Oxforu. 1908. Clarendon Press 
Wallace, D. M.--Russia 
New York. 1~04. Holt 
Viarner, IJ. ':(.--I,j.'illage, 'irade and Invention 
London, 1912. Blackie and Sons 
Wells, D. A.--Yearbook of Agricql~ure 
Philadelphia. 18G6 
Whi tson, John; John Robert and Williams, H. S.--Luther .ciuruallk 
New York. 1914- 1915. L. i:luruttnk Press 
·Whittier, J. G.--Poews 
Boston. 1894. houghton mifflin 
·Wiley, H. W.--The Lure of the Land 
New York. 1915. Century 
Wilkinson, J. W.--Practical Agriculture 
New York. 1909. American Duok Company 
Williams, H. S.--Luther nuru~nk 
New York. 191L. hearst 
WiA.den, ·Ii. B.--Economic and Social History of New England 
Boston. 1891. Houghton Mifflin 
"'YOUllg, Ar thur--A Six Months .' ':(0 ur 
London. 1770. W. Strahan 
*Young, Arthur--A Six V/eeks Il10ur :.i:hroul:$h the Southern Count-
ies of England 
London. 1778. \.;. Strb.hb.n 
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